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ROSEMARY
HAS NOTHING

TO HIDE
She has many extraordinary gifts to give and yet she is a thing of such beautiful simplicity.
No.1 Rosemary Water is the world’s only drink made with natural spring water, pure rosemary extract
and nothing else. Absolutely no sugars, preservatives or any other nasties. And it tastes simply fabulous.
Our wonderful drink is available at all 7 Passion Café locations on Ibiza or online at Ibiza delivers.

www.rosemarywater.com
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COFFEE ROASTERS

The idea for Meke Coffee Roasters came about when three New Zealander siblings
realised that the one thing Ibiza was missing was good coffee. And so in May 2012,
the Meke train left the station and now six years later, it is steaming along with an
array of great products and people involved!
Meke oversee every aspect of their business, from bean to cup, including coffee
tasting, selecting and buying. They also constantly tweak their roast profile for
consistency and improvements to the flavour.
Working closely with farms around the world that focus on sustainability, Meke
roast specially selected beans in small batches here on the island, allowing them to
adjust their flavour profiles to celebrate the unique characteristics of specific beans
and of course, deliver the coffee freshly roasted!
Meke have crafted a delicious espresso blend exclusively for Passion Cafes, that
brings a nutty, chocolaty flavour to the cup with just a hint of fruits of the forest.
SUSTAIN

N

international people in a beautiful Mediterranean setting and a great place to live
of course!
Operating as a family-run business, it is easy to see these guys love what they do,
from their passion and dedication to the art of bringing us a truly great cup of coffee.
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Ctra. Ibiza-San Juan Km.12,9 Dcha. 07812 San Lorenzo
+34 649 715 061, cafes@meke.co, www.meke.co
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the need for good, locally roasted coffee? It’s because Ibiza is a melting pot of
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What is it about this island that keeps the Meke trio here, aside from identifying
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NO. 1 ROSEMARY WATER

IN THE ITALIAN COASTAL HAMLET OF ACCIAROLI LIVE OVER 300
CENTENARIANS. IN THIS PICTURESQUE CORNER OF THE WORLD, WHERE
THE VILLAGERS ENJOY LIFE’S LITTLE VICES; DRINKING, TOBACCO AND
A BOUNTIFUL DIET, THE CREAKY SIGNS OF OLD AGE EVADE THEM.
IMAGINE IF YOU COULD BOTTLE WHAT THEY’VE GOT? ONE MAN DID...

The story of Acciaroli was uncovered by scientists, who

“I was determined to ensure that we got the optimum levels

identified the high concentration of rosemary in the local

of Rosmarinic Acid and Eucalyptol (1,8 Cineol), both of

diet as one of the crucial variables in what could be helping

which are reported to play an important role in enhancing

the residents to live longer, healthier lives. This inspired

memory performance and are a natural form of glucosamine

entrepreneur, David Spencer-Percival, to set out on his quest

– shown to help support healthy joints,” Spencer-Percival

to bottle the secret of the villagers for everyone to enjoy – the

adds. “This is a key differentiator that sets No. 1 Rosemary

result is No. 1 Rosemary Water.

apart – it’s much more than just a flavoured water.”

Its creator, Spencer-Percival, says: “There are countless

The story behind No. 1 Rosemary Water has also captured

studies attesting to the medicinal qualities of this super herb

the attention of a range of academics, including Professor

– and its legend has been cited in literature as an emblem of

Mark Moss, Head of the Department of Psychology at the

remembrance since ancient times. However, as delicious –

University of Northumbria – where he has studied the

and evidently powerful – as it is, it’s difficult in our modern

effects of rosemary for over 15 years.

lives to consume fresh rosemary with every meal or chew it
raw like the villagers do!”

“These are incredibly exciting times in the field of rosemary
research,” Professor Moss says of the launch of No. 1

“I thought it would be better consumed another way and the

Rosemary Water. “The proof is in the pudding with the

idea of a drink developed from there. Our goal was to get

villagers in Acciaroli, whose inspirational lifestyle and diet

the plant’s unique and extraordinary health benefits into a

has captured the attention of scientists around the world.

beverage that would enable everyone to try to live the good

No. 1 Rosemary Water is an exciting innovation that will

life, longer, wherever they are.”

enable more people to enjoy the bountiful benefits of this
super herb much more – which is a fantastic thing.”

After a visit to the village in 2016 with his wife, Bonita,
Spencer-Percival enlisted the help of the world’s best

As pure as it can be, the drink consists of just two ingredients,

botanical scientists to extract the naturally forming,

with absolutely no additives: ethically sourced pure rosemary

bioactive compounds in fresh rosemary. A strictly controlled

botanical extract and pure spring water.

and safely-guarded process, using the highest quality
ingredients, the optimal blend of No. 1 Rosemary Water was

Available in still and sparkling variants, as well as daily shots

achieved only after countless trials to perfect the extractions

for lives on the go, the drink is a delicious, stimulating and

and obtain the correct levels of active compounds.

tasteful way to enjoy rosemary any time, day or night.

WELCOME
Welcome to the new edition of Passion Magazine! We are back and bigger than ever, tripling our
page numbers because there is just so much to share with you. I’m sure the Passion Magazine
collectors out there will notice a big difference in our new look – we’re a bit more grown-up but
still playful as always.
This year, we are once again expanding our homes of health and happiness, finally gifting you
with the long-awaited Passion in San Antonio. This outpost is way too overdue, considering your
pleads over the years. It’s just a little bit different in concept, but we hope you’ll love it.
All contributed articles in this edition have been written by Passion customers. As much as you
keep supporting my Passion, I wanted to support you too – sharing all our passions so together
we can inspire a healthier lifestyle for one and all. We could easily dedicate an entire magazine to
all of your stories, as each of you give our cafes the special vibe they possess: one of community,
comfort, leisure, good times and a shared love of good food and drink, with some socialising
thrown in for good measure.
I very much hope you enjoy this issue and that it inspires you, with its many healthy recipes
and tips. Almost all recipes in this edition are vegan and although Passion Cafes are not strictly
vegan, the vegan options are plentiful. Following a vegan diet and encouraging the vegan lifestyle
is my personal passion too (with the occasional croissant thrown in!). I’m always up for more
vegan vibes and I hope that through your daily choices, you are up for them too! Though we are
far from the dream vegan future just yet, all it’ll take to change the world is turning people into
compassionate vegans, one person at time.
Finally, I send much love and gratitude to all our Passion customers and especially to our hardworking staff, who get up early every single day to love and to serve when the beach is calling and
who go to bed early when Ibiza’s nightlife is calling… at least we hope they do!
Wishing you a beautiful summer.

Lana Love
- 10 -

THE MUTUAL LOVE BETWEEN MIMI ALBERO AND PASSION
RUNS DEEP. SHE IS OUR FAVOURITE INSTA-GIRL (SEE WHY AT
@MIMIALBERO) AND EVERY TIME SHE VISITS IBIZA, PASSION
IS HER HOME OF HEALTH AND HAPPINESS. A YOUNG YOGINI
WITH SO MUCH TALENT, CREATIVITY, BEAUTY AND ABOVE
ALL ELSE, COMPASSION, SHE MAKES OUR WORLD A BETTER,
HEALTHIER AND HAPPIER PLACE. WHEN WE LOOK AT MIMI
WE SEE A BRIGHTER FUTURE, WITH MORE PEACE, YOGA,
HEALTHY LIFESTYLES AND MORE PEOPLE GOING VEGAN,
BABY!

Find out more: @mimialbero www.mimialbero.com

D o more
yoga,
eat more
plants.

out now! the third edition of MY ibiza
Available in Stores all around the island, the mainland, London, Paris and Holland.

“The New York Times and The Sunday Times recommended”
English and Spanish

Discover, enjoy & love the islands

Descubre, disfruta y ama las islas

M y I b iza
2018-19
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Za’tar Chickpeas, Butternut Squash & Tahini Miso Sauce

RAW CHEF
COOKING
BY RUSSELL JAMES

RUSSELL JAMES BRINGS RAW FOOD INTO MAINSTREAM
AWARENESS IN A WAY THAT IS FUN AND MODERN. WHAT
S T A R T E D O U T A S A H O B B Y I N 2 004, L E D H I M T O T E A C H P E O P L E
ALL OVER THE WORLD ABOUT RAW FOOD PREPARATION.
RUSSELL’S NATURAL ABILITY TO CREATE BEAUTIFUL RAW
RECIPES GOES TO SHOW THAT FAR FROM FEELING RESTRICTED
WHEN EATING HEALTHILY, YOU CAN ENJOY THE VIBRANCY AND
DELICIOUS FLAVOURS OF RAW FOODS.
Without a doubt, the biggest question I get when people find out I’m a raw food chef is: “Do you eat all raw?”. For
some periods of my life, especially when I first got into it, the answer has been yes, but over the years, as I become
more and more fascinated by other ways of preparing healthy food, I’ve developed a love of cooking too.
Very few people I meet will ever eat one way for the rest of their lives. Most people tend to pick up new skills and
add them in to what they do, for creative reasons, some for health reasons and some for just wanting to feel a
certain way when they eat. Eating warm food on a cold day is one of these. I think there’s a tendency to try and
‘stick to the rules’ when you find something new, to the point where if it doesn’t feel right, moving away from the
rules feels like failure.
I used to be like that, but I see it differently now. When I look at the food I create, even when it’s cooked, so much
of it is raw-centric. I’m using raw food techniques and ideas, even if I’m not thinking of myself as a ‘raw foodist’
or going about it in a purist way. The way I prepare food doesn’t necessarily fit into any rules now. It’s just about
creating food that is highly nourishing and healthy, in the truest sense of the word, which is to mean being ‘whole’.
So with that, I want to share with you three of my current favourite cooked plant-based recipes. They’re all
incredibly satisfying to make and to eat, which to me, is what makes meal times truly nourishing.

www.therawchef.com

RECIPES

Coconut & Peanut Butter Tempeh

Coconut & Peanut Butter Tempeh
Serves 2
INGREDIENTS

1 block tempeh, cut into 1cm thick strips
2 tablespoons peanut butter
125ml coconut milk
2cm piece of ginger
2 teaspoons tamari
2 teaspoons apple cider vinegar
2 teaspoons lime juice
½ teaspoon toasted sesame oil
½ teaspoon salt
A few good handfuls of Dinosaur Kale (Lacinato)
1 lemon
10 to 15 asparagus spears
1 small handful fresh coriander
1 red chili, thinly sliced
1 spring onion, thinly sliced

METHOD

1. Marinate the tempeh in the peanut butter, coconut
milk, ginger, tamari, apple cider vinegar and sesame oil
for 20 minutes.
2. Cook the marinated tempeh for 5 to 10 minutes each
side. Heat the remaining marinade, ready for serving.
3. Remove the stalks from the the kale and steam for 5
minutes, so it is vibrant green and slightly springy. Toss
in a little salt, lemon juice and olive or sesame oil.
4. Toss the asparagus spears in cold-pressed sesame oil or
olive oil and cook in a frying pan for 5 minutes.
5. Serve the tempeh on a bed of kale, with the asparagus
on top. Spoon over a generous amount of the warmed
marinade. Top with the coriander, fresh chili and
spring onion.

Za’tar Chickpeas, Butternut Squash & Tahini Miso Sauce
For the za’tar chickpeas

For the kale

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

1 425g can/box chickpeas

2 good handfuls of Curly Kale

1 teaspoon lemon juice

2 teaspoons lemon juice

½ teaspoon salt

2 teaspoons coconut oil

1 teaspoon Za’tar seasoning

¼ teaspoon salt

1 tablespoon olive oil
METHOD
METHOD

1. Preheat oven to 175 C (347 F).
2. Drain off the juice, but don’t rinse, which will enable
you to cook without using oil.
3. Combine the chickpeas with the salt and lemon juice
4. Cook on a baking tray for 45 minutes, shaking the tray
every 15 minutes to turn the chickpeas for even cooking
5. Allow to cool and then toss with the Za’tar seasoning
and olive oil.

1. Steam the kale for 5 minutes, so it’s slightly wilted and
a vibrant green.
2. Toss in the lemon juice, oil and salt when ready to
serve.

RECIPES

Beet Bowl

For the butternut squash

For the sauce

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

400g of butternut squash, deseeded and cubed

¼ cup tahini

2 tablespoons of melted coconut oil

2 tablespoons sweet white miso

1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar

1 cup orange juice

½ teaspoon salt
METHOD
METHOD

1. Blend all ingredients in a high-speed blender until

1. Toss all ingredients in a bowl until the squash is coated.

smooth.

2. Cook for 45 minutes at 175 C (347 F) with the chickpeas.

TO SERVE

Serve in a simple bowl, starting with the kale, then the
squash and chickpeas, finally topping with the Tahini Sauce.

Beet Bowl
Serves 2

For the beetroot

For the parsnip rice

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

4 medium-sized beetroot

250g parsnip, peeled and chopped into chunks

1 teaspoon rice wine vinegar

1/4 cup pistachios

2 teaspoons Sriracha

2 teaspoons black sesame seeds

1 spring onion, sliced at an angle

1 tablespoon rice wine or apple cider vinegar

Fresh ground black pepper

2 teaspoons light miso

1 tablespoon cold-pressed sesame oil or olive oil

1/2 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon salt
METHOD
METHOD

2. Preheat an oven to 200 degrees F
3. Place the whole beetroots in a roasting dish with about
½ cm of water and cover with foil. Cook for 45 minutes

1. Add all ingredients to a food processor and pulse until
the parsnip is broken down and ‘rice-like’.
2. Serve immediately, or keep in the fridge for up to 3
days.

to 1 hour, until they can easily be pierced with a knife.
4. Allow to cool, peel and cube.

For the pak choi

5. Toss in the remaining ingredients and set aside until

INGREDIENTS

ready to serve.

2 heads pak choi
2 teaspoons coconut oil
METHOD

1. Sauté the pak choi in coconut oil for a few minutes and
serve immediately.

Tarka Dal with Grated Courgette

EAST BY
WEST
BY JASMINE HEMSLEY

East by West: Simple Ayurvedic Recipes for Ultimate Mind-Body Balance.
Publisher: Bluebird. Photos: Nick Hopper.

Goldenspoon

JASMINE HEMSLEY IS AN AUTHOR, CHEF AND
ENTREPRENEUR WITH INFLUENCE WELL BEYOND
THE CULINARY WORLD. WITH A PASSION FOR
EATING WELL TO FEEL GREAT, JASMINE BELIEVES
IN CONSCIOUS, HEALTHY AND JOYFUL LIVING
HAS INSPIRED A GLOBAL AUDIENCE TO SHIFT
THEIR PERSPECTIVES ON FOOD AS A FOUNDER OF
HEMSLEY + HEMSLEY.
F O R T H E P A S T 10 Y E A R S , J A S M I N E ’ S R E S E A R C H
AND PASSION FOR GOOD FOOD HAS CONNECTED
HER WITH THE ANCIENT HEALING SYSTEM,
AYURVEDA. SHE IS PASSIONATE ABOUT A
HOLISTIC APPROACH, EXPLORING THE LINK
BETWEEN EASTERN WISDOM AND WESTERN
W E L L B E I N G E N S U R I N G T H E W H O L E 360 D E G R E E S
IS CONSIDERED IN HER LATEST PROJECTS:
SOUNDBATHING BY SOUND SEBASTIEN AND HER
LATEST COOKBOOK EAST BY WEST.

- 24 -

EAST BY WEST

Milk Rice

I have always been drawn to Ayurveda, the sister science

irritations, typically in the form of skin issues, poor

to yoga, which translates as the ‘science of life’ – it’s been

digestion, insomnia, irritability, and anxiety.

a massive catalyst for my own journey in health and
wellbeing and over the years has become increasingly

Ayurveda encourages you to eat foods that help to bring

important in helping me find balance in this fast-paced

balance, usually focusing on the dominant dosha which

world. Ayurveda, which comes from the ancient Vedic

is the easiest to become imbalanced. For example, if you

texts, is a 5,000-year-old medical philosophy from India

are more of a Pitta dosha (which means fire) and you

that forms the basis of many natural healing systems

eat too much spicy, sour or salty foods that can increase

such as acupuncture and herbalism. Last year, while

heat in the body, then disturbances may occur. Eating

undergoing an authentic Panchakarma in India (the

foods that have a cooling effect on body and mind, for

full detox where you’re totally immersed in Ayurveda

example cucumbers and yoghurt, will help to reduce the

and learning A LOT about yourself), I was completely

heat component of this dosha. The result being that you

inspired by the experience of this ancient holistic healing

are less likely to experience digestive disturbances and

system, and the realisation that it can help all of us in our

fluctuations in energy and mood.

modern day lives.
Finding out your dosha type and nourishing yourself
It got me thinking that unless you’re interested in

accordingly often results in an ‘aha!’ moment, because

meditation, or are a bit of a yogi, you may not have come

you will inherently recognise there are foods and habits

across this ‘ancient philosophy’ and all that it has to offer

that don’t serve you – yet, you’ve never really understood

us – and how more than ever, it is relevant to people

why. Your prakriti and dosha type is accurately worked

today.

out by a vaidya (Ayurvedic practitioner) but you can
also have fun getting an indication and getting to know

Based upon a holistic 360-degree view of health – quite

yourself by trying a dosha test on my website.

different from the western ideas of health, which tend
to be more linear – Ayurveda recognises that we’re all

So that’s the complex, fascinating stuff – the good news

made up of a unique ratio of elements, and therefore

is that the overall message is so much simpler: Ayurveda

nourished by different things. There are three doshas (or

recognises above all else the importance of digestion.

forces): Vata, Pitta, and Kapha, loosely translated as Air,

The strength of your ‘Agni’ (digestive fire) is key to

Fire and Earth, respectively.

good health, and a strong healthy digestion overrides
everything. If you focus on supporting your Agni with

Each of us, from birth, has our own unique blend of all

your lifestyle choices, for example choosing real, fresh

three doshas which make up our individual constitution,

food, cooking it to make it more digestible and taking

with usually one dominant dosha (which we refer to

the time to eat it at the right time of day and in line with

as our dosha type) and ideally an equal (though often

the seasons, then you don’t need to fixate on your dosha

fluctuating) balance between the other two. When your

type but rather, balance your ever-fluctuating doshas as

doshas are in balance with your natural constitution

they move with you. It’s all about health and nutrition

(i.e. your true nature or ‘Prakriti’), we are healthy;

with a 360-degree view, an approach being recognised by

when they are unbalanced due to diet, social pressures

science today.

and environment for example, we are more prone to

RECIPES

RECIPES

Tarka Dal with Grated Courgette

Goldenspoon

Milk Rice

Dal is an absolute Indian classic - it’s cooked every day in most households.

This immune-boosting elixir was my signature recipe at the

This balancing and calming recipe contains the most

Everyone needs a good dal recipe up his or her sleeve; often my go-to dish, this

pop-up cafe. Not only do ground turmeric and black pepper

Sattvic Ayurvedic foods - basmati rice, milk, ghee, dates

one is nourishing, easy to make and gentle on a stressed digestive system. Make

have excellent antioxidant benefits, but also black pepper

and almonds - making it perfect for a breakfast or evening

sure the lentils are cooked very well - old chana dal doesn’t cook well, so make

contains the active ingredient piperine, which enhances

meal. I also recommend it for ladies on their moon cycle. As

sure your packet is fresh. If you didn’t soak the lentils overnight, use split red

the bioavailability of curcumin - the active ingredient in

this recipe includes milk, avoid eating at the same time as

lentils or split mung dal that can be cooked straightaway.

turmeric. Coconut oil also helps the body to absorb the

sour and salty foods.

benefits of fat-soluble turmeric and makes for a smooth
I love my dal with something green and fresh — if I’m eating this for supper, I

and creamy paste that you can also use as a spread.

usually sauté the courgettes to gently cook them, but for lunch I sometimes enjoy
them raw. Feel free to add your choice of greens, remembering to cook them for

Goldenspoon needs to be kept in the fridge, so be sure to

evening meals. Tarka refers to the technique of adding spices to hot oil, which

enjoy it slowly, savouring the flavour and warming it up

helps to bring out their flavour (as well as their properties). Everyone has their

before it hits your belly and your digestive fire! You can

favourite way of serving tarka — it can either become the base of the dal, or for a

also enjoy this paste in warm water or almond milk, but

really fresh flavour you can pour the tarka over the freshly cooked dal, top with a

make sure it is not too hot and avoid using dairy milk - in

lid and then leave to infuse for 5 minutes before serving.

Ayurveda, combining honey and dairy milk is a ‘no-no’.
Always allow the mixture to cool down before adding the
honey, because it’s also important not to heat honey.

INGREDIENTS

1 cup chana dal, soaked in water overnight

METHOD

1. Simmer the chana dal in the water for about 45

INGREDIENTS

Generous 1⁄4 cup white basmati rice
300ml whole milk
100ml water
1⁄2 teaspoon ghee
1 tablespoon pitted medjool dates, chopped
10g currants or raisins
10g blanched almonds or cashews, chopped and soaked
5 cardamom pods
Large pinch of ground turmeric
1-inch piece of fresh ginger, finely chopped

INGREDIENTS

3 cups water

minutes until very soft. Adjust the consistency to your

1⁄2 cup water

For the topping (optional)

2 tablespoon ghee

taste, adding more water if you like it more soupy and

1⁄4 cup ground turmeric

1⁄2 teaspoon coconut oil

1 teaspoon cumin seeds

lighter to digest.

1.5 teaspoons freshly ground black pepper

1 teaspoon coconut flakes

75g coconut oil, melted and at room temperature

1⁄2 teaspoon jaggery

1 teaspoon black mustard seeds
10 curry leaves
1 large spring onion or 1 medium onion, sliced
1 green chilli, finely sliced
1 medium tomato, skinned and de-seeded, finely chopped
1⁄2 teaspoon ground turmeric

2. To make the tarka, melt the ghee in a pan and fry the
cumin and mustard seeds on a medium heat until they
start to pop. Add the curry leaves, spring onion and
chilli and stir for a few minutes.
3. When the chana dal is cooked, stir in the tomato,

1⁄2 teaspoon sea salt

turmeric, salt, garlic and asafoetida. Add the tarka to

2 garlic cloves (use wild garlic leaves in summer), crushed

the dal and remove from the heat, placing a lid on top.

1⁄4 teaspoon asafoetida
1 large courgette, grated
Freshly ground black pepper
Handful of fresh coriander leaves, chopped

4. Meanwhile, in the same pan that was used for the
tarka, sauté the grated courgette for a couple of
minutes with a pinch of salt.
5. Garnish the dal with freshly ground black pepper
and a scattering of coriander leaves, then serve with a
handful of sautéed courgette.

100g (scant cup) raw honey
METHOD
METHOD

1. Mix the water with the ground turmeric and black
pepper in a small saucepan over a medium heat. Slowly
simmer for up to 10 minutes, stirring until it becomes a
thick paste. Set aside to cool for 5 minutes.
2. Gradually add the coconut oil, and continue stirring
until all ingredients are mixed together. When cool to
touch, gradually add the honey, stirring continuously.
3. Pour the paste into a clean, sterilised jar and leave
to cool for 1 hour. Then seal the jar and place in the
fridge for 6 hours, mixing at 2-hour intervals until it
solidifies.
4. Store in the fridge for up to a month.

1. Rinse the rice in a sieve with cold water, then drain and
add it to a saucepan. Add the milk, water, ghee and
other ingredients.
2. Bring slowly to the boil, stirring occasionally. Allow it
to simmer for about 20 minutes, until the rice is soft
and the consistency is thick and creamy.
3. For the optional topping, add the coconut oil, coconut
slices and jaggery to a small saucepan over a medium
heat. Cook for 1 to 2 minutes, stirring constantly, until
lightly golden and crisp.
4. Divide the milk rice between two bowls and add the
topping, if using.

CHOCOLATE PASSION

CHOCOLATE

PASSION
BY AMY LEVIN

AMY LEVIN IS THE WORLD’S LEADING RAW
CHOCOLATIER. HER EXPERTISE IN RAW CHOCOLATE
IS UNPARALLELED AS SHE CONSISTENTLY BREAKS
BOUNDARIES IN THE RAW CHOCOLATE AND DESSERT
ARENA.
A classically trained, professional chef who found her way into vegan and vegetarian raw food in
2004 while training to be a holistic health counsellor at The Institute of Integrative Nutrition, Amy
now boasts over 16 years of experience as a professional raw chef with 10 years specialising in raw
chocolates and desserts. She leads the way when it comes to empowering people with the tools
needed to forge their own path in her field.
“I focus on chocolate because it’s my passion,” Amy explains. “I never planned on it, but I don’t think
we can control these things. Passion creeps up on us and takes hold of us. It drives the boat and we
just navigate it as best as we can. Working with chocolate allows me to express myself in a way I was
never able to do through other forms of cooking.” Amy cites the emotional connection she had to
sweets as child as the root of her deep connection to her work today.
“I’ve watched so many people start making chocolate as a way of giving better options to their children
and ending up with a small business. As cliché as it sounds, I’ve watched the art of raw chocolate
transform people’s lives. When people make chocolate, they feel happy, excited, they light up and
chill out at the same time,” says Amy.
“The more we do the things that tap into our creative genius and spread wonder and joy, the better we
feel, the more alive with purpose we feel,” Amy concludes. “That’s why I do what I do.”

RECIPES

Sesame Charcoal Biscuits

Sesame Charcoal Biscuits
For the biscuits

For the ginger ganache

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

3⁄4 cup sesame seeds, soaked 2 – 4 hours and drained

100g cacao paste, shaved

3⁄4 cup buckwheat, soaked 1 hour, strained and rinsed

2 tablespoons coconut oil

1⁄4 cup water, or as needed to blend

1⁄3 cup honey or maple syrup

2 tablespoons raw activated charcoal powder

1 – 2 tablespoons ginger juice

1 tablespoon golden flax, soaked in 60g water for 1 hour

1 teaspoon tamari

1⁄2 cup coconut sugar

1⁄2 teaspoon toasted sesame oil

1⁄2 teaspoon toasted sesame oil

Pinch of sea salt

Pinch of sea salt
3⁄4 tablespoon ground golden flax
2⁄3 tablespoon coconut flour

METHOD

1. Melt the cacao paste and coconut oil down over a
double boiler.

METHOD

1. When straining the sesame seeds, suspend them in a
strainer or sieve over a bowl for about 5 minutes to be
sure they have drained as much water out as possible.
2. Transfer the strained sesame seeds to a food processor

2. Remove from heat and whisk in the remaining
ingredients.
3. Allow the mixture to cool at room temperature until it’s
thickened up by about 50%.

or Vitamix. Add all remaining ingredients, except the
coconut flour and ground flax, and blend until the
buckwheat is well broken down.
3. Transfer to bowl, mix in coconut flour and ground flax.
4. Transfer to a Teflex lined dehydrator tray and, using a
moistened cranked / offset spatula spread the mix out
to about 1⁄4 to 1⁄2 inch thickness.
5. Score the mix into the size and shape you like. I scored
mine into 2.5 inch rounds.
6. Dehydrate for 15 hours at 115F and, once it’s firm and
dry enough, flip onto a mesh tray and dry for another 15
hours, or until crisp and dry throughout.
7. Break them along the scored lines and store in an
airtight container at room temperature until you’re
ready to use them - up to 4 months. If you choose to
make rounds, the extra bits can be ground up and used
as garnish on truffles or as the base of a pie crust.
8. Allow the biscuits to cool before adding the ganache.

Assembling the sandwiches
1. If the biscuits have rough edges from being scored, tidy
them up a little by shaving the edges with a sharp knife.
2. Lay the biscuits out in pairs on a baking tray lined with
cling film and make space in the fridge to set them.
3. Once the ganache is thickened enough that it won’t
run when added to the biscuit, spoon or pipe about 1.5
teaspoons to the centre of the biscuits and very gently
press the other one on top so the ganache fills to the
edges.
4. Pop the tray in the fridge to set the ganache, for around
10 to 20 minutes.
5. Store in an airtight container for 1 to 2 weeks.

RECIPES

Millionaire Shortbread

Millionaire Shortbread
For the shortbread

For the milk chocolate ganache layer

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

1 cup cashews

¼ cup nut butter of choice

¾ cup oat flour

120g warm water

1.5 tablespoons coconut flour

¼ cup coconut sugar, or to reach desired sweetness

¼ cup xylitol, powdered

100g cacao paste, melted

2 tablespoons coconut sugar, powdered
2 tablespoons coconut oil, melted or soft
2 tablespoons warm water, as needed

METHOD

1. Combine all ingredients in a high speed blender and
blend until smooth and creamy.

METHOD

1. In a food processor, blend cashews into a fine meal.

2. Pour onto the shortbread base and pop into the freezer
to set while you make the caramel layer.

2. Add the next set of ingredients and process just to
combine.
3. Add the oil and water and blend, the mixture should
hold when you squeeze it into a ball.
4. Line a baking tray with cling film and press the cake mix

For the caramel
INGREDIENTS

½ cup coconut oil, melted
1/3 cup + 1 tablespoon cacao butter, melted

into the tin. Use the back of a measuring cup to press

1⁄4 cup lucuma powder

the mix evenly into the base to avoid finger marks in the

1⁄4 cup mesquite powder

dough.

1⁄2 cup xylitol

5. Set in the fridge while you make the ganache.

1⁄3 cup coconut sugar
75g warm water
METHOD

1. Combine all ingredients in a blender and blend on high
speed until smooth and creamy.
2. Once the ganache layer is firm to the touch, pour the
caramel on top.
3. Pop into the freezer to set, about 1 to 2 hours, and
then slice. Store in the fridge for up to 1 week or in the
freezer for several months.

RECIPES

Hazelnut Cinnamon Brownies

Hazelnut Cinnamon Brownies
INGREDIENTS

1 heaped cup ground almonds
1 cup oat flour
1 cup cacao powder
1.75 cups coconut sugar
1 – 2 teaspoons cinnamon powder
100g medjool dates, pitted
100g cacao paste, melted
100g cacao butter, melted
100g water, or as needed
6 drops vanilla medicine flower or ½ teaspoon vanilla extract
1 teaspoon tamari
1 cup activated hazelnuts
METHOD

1. In a food processor, blend the first set of ingredients to break
down the dates. Add the second set of ingredients and pulse to
mix. Finally, add the 50% of the hazelnuts and pulse to break
down and bring the mix together.
2. Line a baking tin of your choice with cling film, or use a
silicone mould, and press the mix into the base of the tin.
3. Roughly chop the remaining nuts and sprinkle them on top of
the brownie, pressing them down into the top.
4. Pop the tin in the fridge or freezer to set for around 10 to 20
minutes. Once firm, remove and cut.
5. Store in an airtight container in the fridge for 1 week or in the
freezer for months.
6. Allow to come to room temperature before eating, so they’re
lovely and soft.

EAST BY WEST

Buckwheat, Broccoli & Sprouted Seed Salad

AMAZING
EDIBLE
SEEDS
BY VICKI EDGSON

VICKI EDGSON PRACTICED AS A NUTRITIONAL
T H E R A P I S T I N L O N D O N F O R O V E R 20 Y E A R S ,
W R I T I N G 11 B O O K S A N D A P P E A R I N G O N C H A N N E L
5’ S D I E T D O C T O R S A N D B B C 1’ S F A T N A T I O N , I N
ADDITION TO CONTRIBUTING TO MANY POPULAR
NATIONAL PAPERS AND MAGAZINES.
SINCE RETIRING, VICKI HAS CONTINUED TO
WRITE BOOKS ON HEALTH AND NUTRITION,
AND IS FOCUSED ON HER PASSION: THE NEVERENDING PURSUIT OF THE BEST FOODS THAT CAN
BE SOURCED AND GROWN TO SUPPORT HUMAN
DIGESTION AND THE HEALTH OF THE PLANET. THIS IS
WHY SHE IS A CONSCIOUS AND ARDENT SUPPORTER
OF ALL THAT WE AIM TO PROVIDE AT PASSION.

- ## -

AMAZING EDIBLE SEEDS

MORE THAN JUST A FILLER FOR BIRD FEEDER TRAYS
IN THE GARDEN, SEEDS ARE WIDELY RECOGNISED AS
AN ESSENTIAL, HIGH-PROTEIN CONTENT FOOD FOR
VEGETARIANS AND VEGANS ALIKE.

Having played a central role in culinary traditions around the world for thousands of years, seeds are
now more popular than ever in healthy eating circles. Their nutrient-dense, whole food packets of
goodness are truly incomparable on a weight for weight basis with other fresh produce. For example,
a spoonful of pumpkin seeds delivers as many protective nutrients as a whole fish – and as fresh fish
stocks continue to be depleted each year in Ibiza and throughout the Mediterranean, seeds offer a
more sustainable dietary option.
In previous centuries, seeds were used as currency or barter for food and essential supplies. A carat –
the unit of measurement now reserved for diamonds, other gems and pearls – was originally derived
from the weight of carob seeds, due to the fact they were always the same weight, no matter the size
of the pod in which they were contained. It’s incredible to think that each and every carob seed,
harvested from trees all over the world (including those that grow abundantly in Ibiza), has exactly
the same weight!
Nowadays, great care is taken over preserving seeds and their origin, as so many foods are becoming
scarcer in their availability due to over-farming and modern crop development. Chia seeds, for
example, date back to the Aztecs in South America, however they are now grown in Australia and
other locations around the world where the climate is suitable for their maturation. Care should
always be taken to purchase and eat only those seeds that are grown organically, to ensure no
mutations have been introduced that might harm the overall product and consequently alter the
DNA of that seed.
For those choosing to limit their intake of saturated fats from animal sources, plant-based alternatives
are essential. With the increase of home-grown produce replacing mass-grown supermarket varieties,
the possibility to harvest from a source of which you know the origin is much more attractive.
Furthermore, if you consider that a seed is the embryo of any plant (their fertilised ovules) which
must grow into something many times its size at maturation, you get an idea of just how nutrientrich and protein-packed that seed must be.

Fennel & Hummus Salad with Pomegranate Seeds

RECIPES

NUTRITIONAL BENEFITS

All seeds are packed with a variety of B vitamins – essential for the production of energy
within the body at a cellular level. Essential fatty acids – including oleic acid, which is a major
vegetarian source of Omega-3 found in hemp, chia and linseed (flaxseed) – help balance
hormones, reduce inflammation such as that found in eczema, arthritis and asthma plus
control the good/bad cholesterol levels associated with some cardiovascular conditions.
Meanwhile, the fibre found in all seeds helps balance blood sugar levels, support insulin
production and stimulate the growth of beneficial bacteria in the gut. In real terms, it helps
reduce sugar cravings and keeps your digestion working more efficiently! As we now know so
much more about how the human micro-biome (the bacteria in your gut) is associated with
improved immunity, enhanced mood and general wellbeing, what’s not to like? Adding seeds
to smoothies, salads and even pancakes just got a whole lot more attractive!

SEED OILS AND BUTTERS

Owing to the susceptibility of seed oils turning rancid in the presence of heat, light and air,
all oils should be cold-pressed, rather than extracted using heat-creating centrifugal methods
which can damage the delicate essential oils found in seeds. This is especially true of sunflower
oil, which is regularly used in commercial cooking and dairy butter replacements. Choosing
coconut oil is preferable, as it can be taken to a higher heat level before any damage occurs.
All seed butters should be made fresh and eaten within a matter of days of production to
ensure their quality and freshness. Pumpkin and sesame seed butters (tahini) are especially
rich in selenium and zinc – both highly prized minerals for the immune system. Adding these
to your daily smoothies, hummus or salad dressings is a must.
Whatever your choice in seeds, simply eat more of them (preferably raw or sprouted) to
enhance your daily nutritional intake. Be sure to store all seeds and their products in the fridge
to ensure freshness and prevent rancidity.

Pumpkin Seed Butter
INGREDIENTS

300g fresh pumpkin seeds

Amazing Edible Seeds.
Co-author: Heather Thomas. Photos: Yuki Suguira
Publisher: Jacqui Small Publishing LLP/Quarto Cooks

METHOD

1. Place all the ingredients in a blender or food processor

Scant ½ cup extra virgin olive oil

and blend on the lowest setting, until the desired

Pinch of fennel seeds

consistency is achieved.

2 – 3 sprigs fresh thyme
Juice of ½ lemon
Pinch of rock salt

2. Remove from blender immediately and store in an
airtight container in the fridge to preserve freshness.

RECIPES

RECIPES

Buckwheat, Broccoli & Sprouted Seed Salad
Serves: 4
INGREDIENTS

Scant ¾ cup roasted buckwheat (kasha)
400g tender stem broccoli, trimmed and stalks cut in half
2 tablespoons sunflower seeds
2 tablespoons sesame seeds

OR YOU CAN TRY THIS…
•

cherry or baby plum tomatoes.
•

seed dressing works well, especially if you add some

2 cups mixed sprouted seeds, such as alfalfa, broccoli, radish
1 quantity sesame honey vinaigrette
150g soft creamy goat cheese, cut into pieces
Pinch of dried chilli flakes
1 small bunch of chives, snipped

Use toasted pumpkin or fennel seeds and try a
different dressing – the chilli, lemon and coriander

½ cup sun-blush tomatoes in olive oil
1 avocado, peeled, stoned (pitted) and thinly sliced

Instead of sun-blush tomatoes, quarter some juicy

chopped fresh coriander (cilantro) to the salad.
•

If you can’t get thin tender stem broccoli, use purple
sprouting or calabrese, cut into small florets, halved.

•

Vary the herbs to add flavour – chopped mint,
tarragon, flat-leaf parsley and basil are good.

Fennel & Hummus Salad with Pomegranate Seeds
Serves: 4
INGREDIENTS

2 fennel bulbs, trimmed and thinly sliced
1 tablespoon fruity green olive oil

INGREDIENTS

400g cooked small golden beetroot (beets), sliced

Scant ½ cup avocado or grape seed oil

1 bunch spring onions (scallions), thinly sliced

1 tablespoon cider vinegar

2 cups mixed sprouted seeds, such as alfalfa, broccoli

Juice of 1 large orange

1 handful mint, chopped

Juice of 1 lemon

1 handful flat-leaf parsley, chopped

2 teaspoons Dijon mustard

2 cups feta, diced

1 tablespoon agave nectar or runny honey

3 – 4 tablespoons orange and lemon poppy seed dressing

2 spring onions (scallions), very thinly sliced

1 quantity coriander seed hummus

1.5 tablespoons poppy seeds

½ teaspoon za’atar

Salt and freshly ground black pepper

Seeds of 1 pomegranate

Salt and freshly ground black pepper

Toasted Sesame Honey Vinaigrette

Salt and freshly ground black pepper

INGREDIENTS

METHOD

to the boil. Reduce the heat to a bare simmer and add
buckwheat. Stir, then cover the pan and cook gently for
about 6 to 8 minutes, stirring occasionally, until the
buckwheat is just tender, not mushy. Take care that you
do not overcook it. Leave to stand, covered, for 2 to 3
minutes, then spread the cooked buckwheat out on a
large plate or baking tray and set aside to cool.
2. Steam broccoli for about 5 minutes until it is just
tender but still a little crisp.
3. Toast sunflower and sesame seeds in a frying pan
(skillet) over medium heat for 1 to 2 minutes, tossing
them gently, until golden brown. Remove and cool.
4. Drain the sun-blush tomatoes, reserving the oil for

2 tablespoons black and/or white sesame seeds
3 tablespoons sunflower oil

toasted seeds and serve immediately.

2. Put in a bowl with beetroot, spring onions, sprouted
seeds, herbs and feta. Season with a little salt and

1 teaspoon grated fresh root ginger

pepper, add the dressing and toss.

2 tablespoons runny honey
A few sprigs of coriander (cilantro), finely chopped
METHOD

3. Take 4 serving plates and smear the hummus
generously in a circle on each one.
4. Top with fennel and feta mixture. Sprinkle with za’atar
and pomegranate seeds and serve while the fennel is

1. Place a dry heavy frying pan (skillet) over a medium

still warm.

heat and when it’s hot, add the sesame seeds. Toast for
2-3 minutes, turning and shaking them gently a few
they can burn if left too long. Remove and cool.

the goat cheese. Sprinkle with chilli flakes, chives and

charred.

1 garlic clove, finely chopped

Mix with the sprouted seeds, avocado, buckwheat

5. Divide the salad between 4 serving plates and dot with

3 minutes each side until slightly tender and lightly

2 tablespoons light soy sauce

times, until golden brown. Watch the pan carefully as

dressing and season to taste with salt and pepper.

a hot griddle pan over a high heat or a barbecue for

2 tablespoons rice vinegar

the dressing if desired, and cut them into small pieces.
and warm broccoli in a large bowl. Toss gently in the

1. Drizzle the fennel slices with olive oil and cook on

1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil

Juice of 1 lime

2. Put the remaining dressing ingredients in a screw-top

OR YOU CAN TRY THIS…
•

Use griddled sliced halloumi cheese instead of feta.

•

Mix in some sliced oranges or peaches for a sweeter,

jar. Add the cool sesame seeds and shake vigorously
until well combined and emulsified.
3. You can keep the dressing in the refrigerator for up to a
week if you omit the herbs - add them before serving.

METHOD

1. Whisk the oil, vinegar and fruit juice together in a

METHOD

1. Put ½ cup cold water in a small saucepan and bring

Orange & Lemon Poppy Seed Dressing

more refreshing salad.
•

For a more substantial dish, mix with some quinoa or
sprouted buckwheat.

bowl.
2. Whisk in the mustard and agave nectar or honey until
well combined.
3. Stir in the spring onions and poppy seeds. Season to
taste with salt and pepper.
4. Unless using straight away, transfer the dressing to
a sealed container or screw-top jar and keep in the
refrigerator for up to 1 week.

Iced Matcha Latte

MAGIC
MATCHA
MATCHA IS THE CLOSEST YOU CAN COME TO PICKING THE LEAVES
DIRECTLY FROM THE TEA BUSH AND EATING THEM WHOLE
CONSIDERING MATCHA IS MADE FROM GROUNDING WHOLE LEAVES.
WHEN YOU USE MATCHA IN FOOD AND DRINKS, YOU GET THE FULL
BENEFITS OF THE TEA PLANT, PROVIDING YOUR BODY WITH A
POWERFUL ANTIOXIDANT BOOST.
THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF MATCHA ARE IMPRESSIVE, SO IT’S NO
WONDER THIS TEA IS CONSIDERED A SUPERFOOD. MATCHA IS ANTIINFLAMMATORY, ANTI-CARCINOGENIC AND SUPPORTS DIGESTION;
IT’S ALSO GOOD FOR THE SKIN, THE MEMORY, FERTILITY, AND
MAINTAINING BLOOD SUGAR BALANCE AND PROPER CIRCULATION.
IT EVEN REPAIRS DNA AND COUNTERACTS THE AGEING PROCESS.
MATCHA CONTAINS CAFFEINE ALONGSIDE ITS NATURAL
COUNTERPART, THEANINE, WHICH OFFSETS THE NEGATIVE
EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE. THIS MEANS THAT MATCHA IS ENERGIZING
WHILE MAKING YOU FEEL BALANCED AND CALM, WHICH MAKES IT
A GREAT UPLIFTER YOU CAN HAVE ANYTIME - WHETHER YOU’RE
GOING TO WORK, DOING YOGA, OR JUST RELAXING.

Publisher: Muusmann Forlag, Copenhagen
Writer, cook and recipe developer: Sandra Pugliese
Matcha expert: Sara Speyer
Photography and styling: Tina Brok Hansen
Title: Sund med Matcha i Maden
Original language: Danish

RECIPES

Coconut Butter with Matcha & Gluten Free Naan Bread

Iced Matcha Latte

Naan bread - gluten-free

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

600ml nut milk of your choice

120ml lukewarm water

2 teaspoons matcha

1 teaspoon dried yeast

1 small handful fresh mint

1 teaspoon honey or maple syrup

2 teaspoons honey or sweetener of your choice

1 teaspoon matcha

Ice cubes

100ml dairy or plant-based yoghurt, at room temperature
1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil

METHOD

1 teaspoon xanthan gum*

1. In a blender, add the nut milk and matcha. Rinse and

1 teaspoon salt, preferably Himalayan salt

spin the mint, and add it to the blender, along with the

½ teaspoon baking powder

honey. Blend for about 1 minute, until foaming lightly.

2 tablespoons cornstarch

Serve in a tall glass with ice cubes.

2 tablespoons potato flour
115 - 125g whole-grain rice flour

Coconut butter with matcha

Extra virgin olive oil, for frying and shaping
METHOD

INGREDIENTS

200g shredded coconut

1. Stir together the water, yeast and honey, and let it sit

2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

for 10 minutes to let the yeast wake up a bit. Add the

½ teaspoon matcha

sifted matcha, yoghurt, oil, xanthan gum, salt, baking

3 drops peppermint oil (essential oil suitable for

powder, cornstarch, potato flour and rice flour. Mix

consumption); optional, or can be replaced with a handful

thoroughly and quickly to form a smooth dough and

of fresh mint

knead it through.

METHOD

1. In a food processor, add the shredded coconut and
process until completely fine.
2. Add the olive oil, matcha and peppermint oil, and
process until the mixture is liquid.
3. Pour into a clean jar, sterilised with scalding water, and
store in a cool place. It can harden if kept in the fridge,
but it’s better for it to be stored too cold than too
warm. The coconut butter keeps well in the fridge for a
couple of weeks; if stored outside the fridge, it should
be eaten within 5 to 6 days.
Tip: Try making other types of nut butter with matcha.
You will need around ½ teaspoon matcha for 300g nuts + a
pinch of salt and a couple of extra tablespoons extra virgin
olive oil. Cashew nuts are particularly good for this.

2. Cover your hands with a little oil and form the breads
into a flat shape. Fry them one at a time in a little olive
oil on a pan at medium heat for few minutes on each
side. The dough is slightly porous, so it can’t be rolled
out in the same way as a dough with gluten, but the
finished naan breads are still lovely.
*Xanthan gum is a stabiliser and thickening agent which is
used in gluten-free baking. You can buy it at several online
retailers. It can be omitted from the recipe, but this will
result in a more porous dough.

RECIPES

Broccoli Pizza

Broccoli pizza
Serves 2
INGREDIENTS

350g broccoli
20g coconut flour; alternatively, almond flour or another type of flour
2 large eggs
1 teaspoon salt, preferably Himalayan salt
Freshly ground black pepper
1 handful fresh herbs, e.g. parsley, basil or tarragon
1.5 teaspoon matcha
2 units mozzarella or 150g semi-hard goat cheese, e.g. goat gouda

For the filling
INGREDIENTS

1 large bundle green asparagus (around 250g)
1 packet small tomatoes (around 200g)
1 handful baby spinach
METHOD

1. In a food processor, add the rinsed broccoli and pulse until finely chopped.
Be careful not to blend it too much; it should have the same consistency as
fine, loose grains of rice.
2. Mix the broccoli with flour, egg, salt and a few grinds of pepper. Rinse
and spin the fresh herbs, then chop them finely. Add them to the broccoli
mixture along with the sifted matcha.
3. Spread the mixture out on a baking tray covered with baking paper, making
sure to flatten it well. Bake in an oven pre-heated to 200°C for around 20
minutes. Slice the mozzarella and let the excess water drip off in a sieve. Put
the mozzarella on top of the pizza and bake for another 15 minutes or so.
4. Clean the asparagus and tomatoes, and rinse and spin the spinach. Break
off the hard ends of the asparagus and slice them diagonally, and then halve
the tomatoes. If you like, you can sautée the asparagus and tomatoes with
a little garlic in a tablespoon of extra virgin olive oil before putting them on
the pizza.
5. Arrange the vegetables on the pizza when it has finished baking. Sprinkle it
with a little salt if you like, and serve.

THE
LIGHTER
SIDE OF
INDIAN
BY MIRA MANEK

MIRA MANEK IS BRITISH-BORN OF INDIAN HERITAGE.
HER DESIRE FOR HEALTHY COOKING COMBINED WITH
HER LOVE OF TRADITIONAL INDIAN CUISINE LED TO HER
TWEAKING HER MOTHER AND GRANDMOTHER’S RECIPES
TO CREATE LIGHTER, HEALTHIER DISHES. SHE NOW
COLLABORATES WITH RESTAURANTS AND CAFES TO
PROMOTE HEALTHY INDIAN COOKING, AND RUNS SUPPER
CLUBS, COOKERY CLASSES AND WELLNESS EVENTS.
MIRA’S RECIPES HAVE FEATURED IN NUMEROUS
PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING STYLIST, RED MAGAZINE, THE
INDEPENDENT, COUNTRY & TOWN MAGAZINE, HEALTHY
MAGAZINE, THE RESIDENT, WAITROSE MAGAZINE AND
WOMEN’S HEALTH. SHE HAS ALSO FEATURED ON BBC
RADIO SHOWS AND ON THE BBC ASIAN NETWORK.

Saffron Soul - www.miramanek.com
Publisher: Jacqui Small Publishing LLP/Quarto Cooks

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF INDIAN

Chilli Chickpea Yoghurt Bowl

MIRA MANEK, AUTHOR OF SAFFRON SOUL, IS CHANGING
THE PERCEPTION OF INDIAN FOOD, GOING BACK TO BASICS
AND CREATING DISHES THAT ARE HEALTHY, VIBRANT AND
TASTY.
My own interest and passion for cooking started

It’s all about how you make the dishes, what

with my own health and digestion issues. I used

ingredients you use and retaining all the flavour

to diet or try different diets in order to lose weight

using the spices but not all the extra cream, butter

and then, with all the low-fat foods, didn’t realise

and oil. There is also a perception of Indian food

how much sugar I was having! It all worsened

being confined to one particular type of meal –

my digestion of course. I really had no idea what

chicken tikka, paneer, a few curries and naan –

healthy meant or what nutrition was, even though

but this is simply one regional cuisine of India.

I had grown up eating nutritious, balanced and

My home and family food is from Gujarat and the

good food.

varieties of vegetarian dishes you can create are
just incredible.

Eventually, while travelling and living abroad, I
ventured into the world of yoga and around the

Indian food as we mostly know it is the richer

same time, started to understand my body and

North Indian cuisine – the heavier curries and

nutrition a little better. I realised that my home

flavours served at tandoori restaurants. While the

cooked food, the food I had grown up eating

spices and the fundamental ingredients are all

was what I really needed. It was a process, not a

nutritious, it is the additions of cream, excessive

sudden change or realisation. In the process of

oil, sometimes even food colouring and harder-

learning recipes from my grandmother, mother

to-digest naan breads that collectively make for a

and aunts, I started experimenting and creating

very intense meal.

my own dishes and recipes.
Cooking a curry at home need not be so
With my book Saffron Soul, I want to change

overpowering and you can easily achieve richness

the perception of Indian food as firstly being

of flavour by cooking the spices in less oil, by using

unhealthy, too rich and heavy; secondly as difficult

a better cooking oil such as coconut oil and by

to make at home and thirdly to show that the

serving with or adding a little yoghurt rather than

spices can be used in so many different ways, not

cream. Chapatti is a better option than naan bread

just in a curry or daal but also in making Indian-

and can be made both with whole wheat flour or

inspired cuisine like my chilli kick grain bowl or

a mix of flours (I often mix together quinoa and

mung bean rostis.

buckwheat flour).

Turmeric Milk

RECIPES

Chilli Chickpea Yoghurt Bowl

Turmeric Milk

For the chickpea mix

This is an incredibly easy and wonderfully refreshing

INGREDIENTS

ginger and to feed it to your children – especially as it’s

3 tablespoons oil
¾ teaspoon mustard seeds
2 tablespoons sesame seeds
Handful curry leaves

summer drink, the perfect way to have your turmeric and
nice and sweet!

FOR THE PASTE

1 can chickpeas (240g drained weight)

INGREDIENTS

½ teaspoon salt

2 teaspoons turmeric

1 teaspoon chana masala, optional

2 tablespoons honey

1 teaspoon ground coriander

1-inch piece ginger, grated

½ teaspoon ground cumin

Pinch of black pepper

¼ teaspoon ground turmeric
1 tablespoon tamarind and date (imli) chutney, optional
Juice of ½ lemon or lime
METHOD

FOR THE DRINK
INGREDIENTS

2 glasses coconut milk or any milk of choice
Ice cubes

1. Heat the oil in a saucepan, add the mustard seeds and
cook over a low heat until the seeds pop.
2. Add sesame seeds and curry leaves, stir for 30 seconds,
then add the chickpeas, salt, ground cumin, coriander,
chana masala, turmeric, chutney, lemon or lime.
3. Stir well and leave to cook for 5 to 10 minutes on a low
heat. Now leave to cool down.

For the bowls
INGREDIENTS

Around 800g yoghurt

OPTIONAL GARNISHES
Red chilli powder or paprika
A few cherry tomatoes
Handful coriander leaves
Sesame seeds
METHOD

1. Fill the serving bowls or pots with yoghurt and then
top with the chickpea mix and garnish of your choice.

METHOD

1. Put all ingredients in a blender and blend well,
creating a yummy frothy drink.
2. Pour and serve!

ALL ABOUT

KITCHARI

Ayurveda has been around for over 5000 years in India and

Mung dal has an astringent (dry) quality. This astringency

is finally receiving the attention it deserves in the west.

has a natural pulling action that helps to remove toxic

Kitchari (pronounced kich-uh-ree) is the traditional

build up from the intestinal lining. This pulling action is

cleansing food of Ayurveda and is customarily used

much gentler than the harsh or abrasive scraping action

because it is very easy to digest. In Ayurvedic homes,

that happens with raw or cold foods, especially raw

Kitchari is typically given to people who are sick, the

vegetables.

elderly and babies, because it is so gentle. In addition,
taking a mono-diet of primarily just kitchari for several

And (gasp!) why white rice? During a cleanse, the

days offers the digestive system a rest.

metabolism slows down and the digestive strength
weakens, so any food eaten must be very easy to digest.

Kitchari is a combination of split mung beans and white

For kitchari, white rice is used because the husk has

basmati rice with plenty of spices, depending on your

been milled off to make the rice easier to digest. While

constitution. The combination of rice and mung dal (the

brown rice may be used – and will actually supply more

split beans) provides all the amino acids needed to form

nutrients – the husk makes it much harder to digest.

a complete protein. Eaten on their own, these foods are

During cleansing, a time of already compromised

missing one or more of the essential amino acids that our

digestion, this can irritate the intestinal wall and cause

bodies are not able to make on their own. But together

digestive gas or abdominal pain.

they make things happen! The protein content of kitchari
supports stable blood sugar levels so energy and mental

Kitchari is a wonderful and tasty dish that will calm your

clarity are balanced during the cleansing process.

spirits and make your intestines sing with joy. It is the
most comforting and soothing bowl of goodness when

Agni, or the digestive fire (referred to as metabolism in

you are stressed or feeling under weather.

western terms), is considered to be the golden key to all
health. Good agni means we are able to digest, assimilate

My first introduction to a healthy lifestyle was through

and absorb nutrients from our food. Weak or imbalanced

Ayurveda and the very first healthy recipe I ever made

agni means malabsorption and accumulation of ama, or

– 20 years ago – was kitchari. Here, I share my favourite

toxins. Spices like ginger, cumin, coriander, fennel, and

kitchari recipe, one that has been tweaked over the

even salt encourage healthy agni. Because kitchari is

years to include tomato (which many kitchari recipes

made with spices that can be tailored to your constitution

do not contain), which is something I learned from my

type, it nourishes and balances agni.

Ayurvedic doctor in India.
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RECIPES

Kitchari Recipe
Kitchari is best eaten right away and on the same day. If you are going to reheat your kitchari the next day,
fry some extra fresh ginger in a little oil with added black pepper and add it to your kitchari and warm it
through. For maximum health benefits, do not consume kitchari that is more than a day or two old.
Serves: 4
INGREDIENTS

2 tablespoons coconut oil
2 tablespoons cumin seeds
1 teaspoon fennel seeds
1 teaspoon coriander seeds
½ teaspoon black mustard seeds
10 cardamom pods
1 tablespoon finely chopped ginger
1 teaspoon black pepper
2 teaspoons turmeric
1 cup chopped tomato, outside part only, no seeds
½ cup yellow mung dal (or red lentils if dal is hard
to come by)
¾ cup white or brown basmati rice
1.5 teaspoons salt
6 cups water
2 tablespoons shredded coconut
4 handfuls spinach

METHOD

1. Make a cross on the bottom of the tomato and
drop it into hot water for a few seconds to make
the skin come off easily. Removing the skin
makes the kitchari more digestible (but in all
honesty, I skip this step sometimes!).
2. Heat up the coconut oil.
3. Add the mustard seeds, cardamom, fennel
seeds and cumin seeds and stir until the seeds
start to release an aroma. Be careful not to burn
them! Stir for around 30 seconds.
4. Add the ginger and stir for another 30 seconds.
5. Add the black pepper and turmeric, stir.
6. Add the tomato and stir well, reduce
temperature if needed.
7. Add mung dal (or lentils), rice, salt and water.
Let it simmer and stir from time to time to
avoid sticking to the bottom of the pan.
8. Add coconut after ten minutes. Kitchari is ready
once all water has been absorbed
9. Stir spinach in at the end and cook for a minute
or two.

FINDING
YOUR WAY
BY DR. AMY RACHELLE, ND

SOME LIKE IT HOT, SOME SWEET, AND SOME SAUCY.
WHATEVER YOUR TASTE, COULD THE FLAVOURS YOU’RE
ATTRACTED TO ALSO BE AN INDICATOR OF WHAT’S GOING
ON INSIDE OF YOU? PERHAPS. THEY ARE CERTAINLY A
BIOCHEMICAL SIGN OF WHAT YOUR BODY NEEDS, DOESN’T
WANT, OR IS ADDICTED TO.

How adept we are at listening to our body through feeling

foods and such one by one. You’ll know, depending on

may be the difference between nourishment and breaking

how your system reacts, by feeling it. The key is ruthless

through, or depletion and breaking down. Heeding the voice

self-honesty, while sensing and feeling yourself with great

of our body invites us to slow down, take note and listen.

interest.

Care-fully. Like we would hear someone we love.
Attempting to put another diet’, protocol or practice in place
As a naturopath, it’s not uncommon for people say to me:

to deal with food, body and ultimately emotional issues, is

“It doesn’t matter what I eat. I can eat anything and it

like shoving clothes you don’t use into a closet until you can’t

doesn’t affect me.” Yet at the same time, often that same

find anything. Eventually you lose touch with what’s inside

person experiences a bloated belly, digestion difficulty, acid

and you certainly don’t want to open it. Yet, what to do when

reflux, gas, constipation, more weight than is comfortable,

it’s overflowing (i.e. presenting symptoms)? We likely won’t

inflammation (making us feel full, stiff and puffy) and a lack

be able to keep the door shut forever – and that’s a good

of energy.

thing!

And that’s just physically! What about emotionally?

If we’re willing to investigate and approach ourselves with
inquiry and curiosity, over self-judgement and ‘badding’,

The gap between physical symptoms, their corresponding

then what seemed like a daunting and overwhelming task

emotional roots and what we consume can be an opportunity

can become an invitation into something else: an adventure,

or an obstacle. Unaware of what’s going on inside of us and

discovery and doorway into unknown possibilities that may

in our bodies, it can be easy to think what we eat, or how we

even lead to dreams fulfilled, while a deeper part of us is

feel, doesn’t matter or affect us – though we all know the body

seen, heard, and held.

has a way of getting our attention through the wake up calls
of discomfort, pain, and feeling sick. In my experience, the

Is it safe to be that sensitive, open and vulnerable? We may

opportunity is in how we meet and greet these teachers and

only know if we push the boat out from shore, set sail and

the obstacle comes when we deny them. The good news is

go on the journey. Ultimately, it’s likely not about food and

that by receiving the body’s messages, we can become aware

what we consume, yet an opportunity for self-reflection that

of what it’s telling us, act on it, and use that information to

beckons us to a lighter state of being, emotional resolve,

guide our health and life.

peace within, smiling at our humanness and taking a risk on
love – in all the ways it comes. Especially for ourselves, in all

We are designed for self-healing. By putting our wellbeing
first, we have the potential to not only repair and regenerate,

our forms.

yet to experience life in a new way... possibly pain-free.

7 WAYS TO BRIDGE FOOD, EMOTIONS AND THE

When we repeatedly consume what our body doesn’t want,

1. Spend time in nature... lead your head into your heart.

we condition it to adapt, and though we may suffer with

2. Consciously tune into yourself and your body daily

symptoms (or be asymptomatic), it can be quite challenging

3. Listen.

to stop. Adaptation to food and substance generally doesn’t

4. Truly desire to hear your body’s messages... cultivate

mean it’s not affecting us, it means our system has acclimated
and is now storing toxicity, instead of eliminating it the
way we’re designed to (hence poor digestion, not pooping

MESSAGES OF YOUR BODY:

willingness.
5. Welcome all of you... allow yourself to feel, and to be

vulnerable (and to be seen in your tenderness).

properly, gas and other issues). How can you know the

6. Open to transformation and embrace the adventure.

difference between what’s harmful and what your body can

7. Seek support. Know when you need a helping hand.

truly utilise? Do a detox, then reintroduce questionable

8. Do a detox.

CHAPTER
VEGAN
SCOTT GRAY

SCOTT GRAY, AKA CHAPTER, IS AN ARTIST, DJ,
CO-FOUNDER OF THE CULT IBIZA PARTY, MELON
BOMB AND… A VEGAN! HIS MUSICAL STYLE IS BEST
DESCRIBED AS SOULFUL WITH A DISCO AND HOUSE
VIBE, AND THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER SCOTT CAN
BE FOUND PLAYING AT PACHA, PIKES, HÏ IBIZA,
USHUAÏA AND TANIT BEACH, PLUS OTHER VARIOUS
LOCATIONS IN IBIZA WITH MELON BOMB.
HIS ART CAN BE CAN BE SEEN AT HIP STREET ART
HOTEL URBAN SPACES IBIZA, AT THE ANNUAL
URBAN IN IBIZA EXHIBITION AND ON THE WALLS OF
COLLECTORS SUCH AS FATBOY SLIM. AS CHAPTER,
SCOTT HAS CONTRIBUTED TO PACHA MAGAZINE,
DESIGNED THE FRONT COVER OF IBIZA STYLE
MAGAZINE AND RECENTLY SOLD ART AT THE
SMILE BRITANNIA AUCTION AT THE HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.

CHAPTER VEGAN

How long have you been vegan?

Are you noticing a trend for healthy, clean living within

Just over two years.

the music industry and in the DJ world? After serving
DJs in Passion for almost 20 years, we are noticing that

Did you transition from a vegetarian diet or go straight

many are hard-core green juice drinkers these days!

from food with a face to hard-core vegan?

I think there is definitely a trend towards healthier living

My wife and I were fully-fledged meat and dairy eaters before

for DJs. So many at the top level perform completely sober

transitioning. When we made the decision, we thought we’d

these days, preferring health drinks and water, which is a

try to be strictly vegan at home, and vegetarian when eating

departure from the fast living image of the past. If you really

out. This idea lasted less than a week before we realised

want to last in this business (or any business, come to that!)

going fully vegan was the only choice for us.

it’s got to be better being more health-conscious.

What inspired you to go vegan?

What is your view on levels of consciousness in animal

It was a combination of things. I’d long thought that eating

consumption in your everyday surroundings?

meat didn’t feel right for the way animals are treated, but

Wow, that’s a question! Honestly, not a moment goes by

due to conditioning I did nothing about it. Then a good

without me looking at the people around me, wishing

friend of mine, Mark Bundy, challenged me to watch the

they would all acknowledge the negative effects of their

documentary film Cowspiracy, which focuses largely on the

consumption, about how poorly animals are treated, how

environmental impact of the meat and dairy industry. A few

much damage we’re doing to the planet, how unsustainable

days later we watched Forks Over Knives which is all about

the current model is and how much damage they are doing

the health issues associated with a carnivorous lifestyle. My

to their own bodies. However, I remain very optimistic about

wife Mandy was initially driven by the environmental issues

the future. Virtually everyone I speak to is cutting down on

and it was the powerful health aspect that really tipped me.

their meat consumption. The vegan movement itself is really

The next day we made the change.

growing fast, with more and more people climbing onboard,
especially the younger members of society. Big food outlets

Do you think it helps a lot that your nearest and dearest

and chains are introducing more and more plant-based

shares the same passion for vegan living?

products and milk sales are dropping fast as consumers turn

Absolutely, yes! It makes mealtimes a lot easier for one, plus

to alternatives such as plant based ‘milk’. It will take some

we are able to encourage and support each other. We’re also

time – it took me over 40 years to realise! But I believe it will

stronger as a unit when representing and promoting the

be the mainstream way of life in the not too distant future.

lifestyle.
Do you see yourself using your music platform to
Are any other members of Melon Bomb vegan?

inspire others to transition into the vegan way of life?

I’m the only full-time vegan at the moment, but they are

The platform I’m choosing initially is through my art, by

all really supportive and have been known to eat plant-

designing a range of t-shirts with positive vegan images

based meals with me. I’ve been away with Paul Reynolds

and messages. I haven’t had the opportunity yet as a DJ to

a lot recently, representing Melon Bomb, and he seeks out

promote it but I’m open to ideas and I’m sure it will happen

vegan restaurants for us both to eat in, prior to travelling,

soon. I’m happy to use other platforms like social media and

which really means a lot to me. Outside of Melon Bomb, the

I hope by simply being a good example of how veganism can

support of our friends and family has also been amazing.

work, somebody somewhere may feel it’s also the life for

They all cater for us with great vegan food when we visit.

them. And of course, this magazine is the perfect platform.

How easy or difficult are you finding it to eat vegan food when eating out, especially while
travelling?
We have a saying: “There’s always chips and salad” when faced with a meat/dairy strong menu! It’s
not the healthiest option but at least we won’t go hungry. Airports can be a challenge, particularly
in Spain, so we tend to plan ahead making falafel wraps and bringing bags of nuts.
What is your favourite vegan food?
It changes on a daily basis! I really love cooking crispy Vietnamese pancakes stuffed with
mushrooms, bean sprouts and tofu. The batter is made from coconut milk, rice flour and turmeric
– they look and taste fantastic. I’m also really into the peanut butter and dark chocolate mousse
that Mandy often makes, very naughty!
Do you find yourself craving non-vegan foods and how do you deal with those cravings?!
Not anymore. The more you travel down that road, the more you are excited about all the lovely
and imaginative food that you can eat. You need to try the vegan brownies at Passion Cafe for
example and there are incredible substitutes these days for burgers, pizza and ice cream. I even
had a kebab with vegan doner ‘meat’ recently.
Veganism is not just about what we eat, but the many other choices we make. I heard
there were vegan shoes under your Christmas tree?
Haha yes, Santa delivered a lovely pair of vegan Dr Martens shoes to me – I must have been a
good boy in 2017! I love them so much, not just because they are cruelty-free and look great, but
because companies such as Dr Martens are reacting to the growing demands of the movement.
What would be your message, or strongest words of advice, for someone merging towards
the vegan way of living?
You are definitely not alone. I would start by exploring social media. It’s a great way to connect
with others for advice, cooking tips and inspiration. There’s plenty on YouTube and Plant Based
News is really useful, keeping you up to date with the movement. For recipes, watch videos posted
by the likes of Bosh and Livekindly. There are many videos by very credible nutritionists including
Dr Michael Greger and Dr Michael Klaper. You can see what activists are getting up to – I really
like Earthling Ed and James Aspey. These guys are so inspiring. If you’re considering moving
towards a vegan life, you already know in your heart it’s the right thing to do. Good luck!
Last question… But where do you get your protein from? Hahaha! Haha, have you not seen
Popeye? I get protein from the same place as athletes such as David Haye, Serena Williams, Louise
Hamilton, two-tonne elephants and 400-pound gorillas – PLANTS!
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FAT
BUDDHA
YOGA
BY JESSICA SKYE

JESSICA SKYE IS A LONDON BASED DJ, MUSIC
PRODUCER AND FOUNDER OF FAT BUDDHA YOGA – A
MODERN APPROACH TO THE ANCIENT ART AND SCIENCE
O F Y O G A F O U N D E D I N 2 013 F O R T H E N E X T G E N E R A T I O N
OF URBAN YOGIS. SHE ADMITS STRADDLING RUNNING A
YOGA BUSINESS, A MUSIC CAREER AND MULTIPLE OTHER
CREATIVE PROJECTS AND DEADLINES PLUS A SOCIAL
LIFE CAN BE SUPER TRICKY (AND SOMETIME STRESSFUL)
AND SAYS YOGA HAS TAUGHT HER SO MUCH ABOUT
HERSELF. “IT’S AMAZING HOW MANY OF ITS LESSONS
CAN BE APPLIED OFF THE MAT!” SHE SAYS.

Find out more: @iamjessicaskye @fatbuddhayoga

TEN HEALTHY HABITS YOU CAN TAKE FROM A YOGA CLASS AND APPLY
EVERY DAY TO HELP YOU MAINTAIN A HAPPY AND HEALTHY MIND,
AVOID STRESS AND REMEMBER YOU CAN DO ANYTHING YOU PUT YOUR
MIND TO:
5. LIFE IS A MARATHON, NOT A SPRINT

1. BREATHE

Did you know most people have never taken a mindful

Most modern people have one gear – GO. We walk fast,

breath? When you’re on the mat, you’re taught to breath

talk fast, eat fast… we need everything now! Yoga teaches

mindfully, controlling each inhalation and exhalation,

you to slowwwww down. Are you the yogi who is already

ensuring your muscles receive the oxygen they need

trying to guess what the next move is on the mat? Or are

while you’re moving, not to mention calming the nervous

you there in the moment feeling your way around and

system – you’ll be sure to take this off the mat. Whether

enjoying the pose you’re in? You’ll see them in class…

it’s breathing properly while you run or in your HIIT

Who is present? Who’s jumping the gun?

class, or chilling your nerves before that big pitch.
6. DON’T COMPARE

Comparison is the theft of all joy. On the mat there is

2. TAKE TIME TO RECHARGE

Brain activity uses alot of our energy. Remember how

no point comparing your practice with those alongside

exhausted you are when studying for exams or after a long

you. Your bodies are not the same and you’ll all be

day in the office – even though you were sitting down the

approaching yoga from different places, abilities and with

whole time? Just like we need to recharge the batteries on

different intentions both on and off the mat.

our phones and laptops, we need to re-charge our own.
7. THE GRASS IS GREENER WHERE YOU WATER IT

A yoga class gives you that mental downtime to quiet the
mind. If you stay tuned in and focused during the whole

Yoga is more than the physical, but we can’t help but

session, you’ll feel rested and energised by the end.

want an Insta-perfect snap of us in a headstand. Yoga
will show you that you can do anything if you set your
mind to it. When that training time pays off and you feel

3. DON’T BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU THINK

Yoga teaches you to step back and observe yourself.

the difference in your mind and body, you’ll also see the

Checking in with your internal dialog and noticing your

difference and progress in your practice. The challenges

thinking behavior can help you steer away from negative

get easier and you realise you’re a total bad-ass, proving

thinking patterns to life’s surprises and challenges. After

you can do anything when you focus.

all – you can’t fight an enemy you can’t see.

8. KNOW YOUR LIMITS AND ACCEPT THEM

9. WHILE CLIMBING TO THE TOP OF THE

10. GO WITH YOUR GUT

MOUNTAIN, REMEMBER TO STOP AND ENJOY

Yoga has taught me to listen to myself, really tune in

THE VIEW

Some poses come easy, some less so, some we master

and listen to my internal dialogue, my body and also

Learning to live in the present moment for me is one

to trust my intuition. I take what I need from a yoga

Being a beginner at anything can make you put off getting

with time and training, some will never come. Yoga was

of yoga’s greatest gifts. So much of the time we are

practice whether it’s more yang or yin– am I too tired

started on the assumption you’ll make a fool of yourself

designed for Indian men and Asian skeletons are not the

focused on getting to the destination and focusing on

for this? Am I actually hungry or just bored? Is this

and be the least skilled in the room. Know that we all

same as the Western frame. While we can build strength

the end result, we don’t stop to enjoy the ride. On the

what I actually want to be doing? Life can run away

start as beginners. Get over it and don’t let that hold you

and improve flexibility, if you still can’t get your leg

mat it can be enjoying the transition instead of the

with us and before we know years have passed and

back. On the mat and off the mat – whatever it is you’re

behind your head, it’s probably because of your skeleton

next pose. The journey is so much more important

we haven’t moved from jobs we don’t like, people who

pursuing. Be prepared to fall on your face, be humble if

and that won’t change. Listen to your body. Respect your

and is what will ultimately shape you. Remember to

sap our energy and maybe we’re going with the flow

you don’t and give encouragement to the ones who are

body. Recognise and accept the things you cannot change

step back and see how amazing life is, and know that

because it was the easy option... Your gut feeling is

trying their best.

and simply roll with it.

life is what happens while you’re making plans.

rarely wrong, so go with it.

4. YOUR EGO IS NOT YOUR AMIGO
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LOVE IBIZA
NOW
“P E O P L E A R E A D D I C T E D T O P L A S T I C A N D T H E Y D O N’T
R E A L L Y Q U E S T I O N W H Y W E U S E I T,” S A Y S A N A L U I, C OF O U N D E R O F L O V E I B I Z A N O W, A N E W, U P A N D C O M I N G
N O N-P R O F I T O R G A N I S A T I O N I N I B I Z A. “H O W D O E S I T A F F E C T
O U R H E A L T H, O U R I S L A N D, O U R S E A… O U R P L A N E T?”

After witnessing the amazing transformation of her home town initiated by a campaign called
‘Dzielnica Wisla’ and PR company John Pitcher, the Warsaw-born, UK university graduate and now
full-time Ibiza resident was inspired. The project had been hugely successful, with more than four
million people instantly engaging in Warsaw’s riverside clean up and hundreds of sponsors getting
involved to make Poland’s capital clean, eco and sustainable. Ana thought if Warsaw can do it with a
population of 1.8 million, then cleaning up beaches and going plastic-free shouldn’t be an issue for a
tiny little island like Ibiza, population 150,000.
Fellow co-founder Hjordis Fogelberg grew up on the island and her earliest memories are of playing
in the rock pools by Talamanca beach. Her parents had moved to Ibiza in the late 50s and around 25
years ago, her father was already desperately sad about the way the island was changing. Hjordis left
Ibiza to study in the UK when she was 15 but returned to live years later. She created the MY IBIZA
& FORMENTERA guide book four years ago, growing a large group of followers and listeners, which
gives her a strong voice on the island.

Get involved by sending a message to hola@loveibizanow.com.
The Love Ibiza Now team looks forward to hearing from you!

LOVE IBIZA NOW

“Ibiza has this magical thing,” says Hjordis. “There

photographer and a business owner,” she says. “For

So what’s the solution? We need to revise our daily habits! All you have to do is become more conscious about the

is nowhere else in the world like it. It’s not even

me, Love Ibiza Now is all about the visual content.

choices you make every day of your life. It is as easy as avoiding plastic. Saying no to straws in your drink. Recycling

about the stunning countryside or the sea; it’s

We want to engage people through modern, fun

and reusing. Bringing reusable grocery bags with you when you go shopping. Buying locally and choosing organic.

the smell, the air…” Hjordis felt that just living

and educative posts, showing everyone how

Opting for plastic-free packaging and eco brands. You can easily apply this to everyday life!

and working here was not fulfilling her enough.

beautiful our little island is and why we have to

She felt the need to give something back to the

protect her.”

island, to try and remind people to do their best

It starts with noticing that plastic is everywhere. Observe what you buy and how much waste you create every
day. Next time you order a drink, simply tell the barman you don’t need a straw. Or say you don’t want a bag at the

to sustain its beauty. “We live and work here and

The creative community has a huge responsibility

take full advantage of the beauty of the island

to make environmental causes visible and easy to

but how much do we actually give back?” she

engage in.

asks. “Tourism only exists because of Ibiza and

supermarket. It’s all about speaking up.
Be responsible for your trash. Recycle. You can do it as an individual, or you can do it as a business – it only takes
a split second to throw your trash into the right bin. Make it fun, make it something you just do, because there is

Formentera’s crystal clear waters… but how long

We came across a forecast written by Boris Worm

will that last? How much do we all care? How

and Ben Halpern, published in Science Magazine,

much do you care?”

based on fishing and the increase in catching fish.

Follow Love Ibiza Now to find out more about their recent project and actions taken. They recently visited the

They predicted: “If we continue at this speed, in

island’s recycling plant and are currently creating an Island Friendly Checklist to serve as a guideline for private

In 2017, Ana teamed up with Hjordis and the

2048 the sea will be empty. We will not have any of

households and businesses, from villa rental companies, restaurants and hotels to offices and the public sector.

duo decided to take action into their own hands

the fish that we know now alive out there.”

and start inspiring others. They wanted to act on
the love they had for Ibiza and Love Ibiza Now

If that doesn’t make you think, another shocking

was born. Encouraging ongoing collaborations

fact is right on your doorstep, here in Ibiza. Only

with local businesses, they are creating a new,

14-percent of all waste is being recycled on the

eco-friendly community on the island, focusing

island. FOURTEEN PERCENT! The rest of our

on getting everyone together in the pursuit of

waste, if not recycled, just goes into our landfills,

preserving the environment.

into our sea, into the earth. Just shocking.

“We need to change the way we think about

“I have lived in Ibiza since 2007 and I have to

plastic,” says Hjordis. “We need to educate our

say that the change I have seen in that time is

kids and we need to spread the word. There are

devastating,” says Ana. “Every single beach is full

so many new solutions out there from bamboo,

of micro plastic. Every hidden bay is full of trash

cassava and paper to corn and onion skin. There

– mostly all plastic. The island cannot support so

are new technologies, new businesses are growing

many people. Especially when they do not recycle.”

and they will take over packaging and plastic
waste very soon. We just have to make sure this

Hjordis agrees. “I fight for the sea and for the

transition happens sooner rather than later.”

island but most of all I fight for my daughter and
the next generations,” she says. “Imagine if in 30

Coming

from

a

photographic

background,

years’ time, your kids ask you what you did to stop

working for publications such as Conde Nast

this disaster from happening? What will you tell

Traveller, Harper’s Bazaar and The Sunday Times,

your children or grandchildren?”

Ana has an eye for detail and great content. “I’m a
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no other way!

STOP
SUCKING!

NO STRAWS
PLEASE
YOUR CHOICES MATTER

Are you up for an eco-friendly challenge? Join us in the attempt to cut down and eventually
eliminate the use of single-use plastic straws. In all Passion Cafés, we use biodegradable straws
made from vegetable materials, however they’re still not the best option. It’s also not an option to
be washing and disinfecting bamboo or metal straws in busy high turnover cafes like ours. As for
paper straws? They soften too soon and ‘taste’ funny too, or so we’ve been told!
In reality, how many of us drink through a straw when we’re at home? We normally just slurp our
smoothies right out of the Vitamix jug, right?
So how can you help? Ask your server for no straw when you order a drink. When we give you a
wooden stirrer or spoon to stir your beverage, don’t look at us cross-eyed – we’re only trying to
raise awareness that our daily choices matter.
You could ask Santa for a beautiful glass straw with a little brush to help keep it nice and clean,
with a stylish pouch that you can take with you to use your own personal straw anywhere you go.
Did you know the USA uses 500 million single-use plastic straws per day? Most of them end up
in our seas and are hurting the marine life and no one wants to be part of that.
Let’s just simply… #stopsucking

Photo: Sydney Prather

BELGRADE
COFFEE
CULTURE.

BUT FIRST,
COFFEE…

BELGRADE COFFEE CULTURE

DID YOU KNOW THAT BELGRADE WAS HOME TO
EUROPE’S FIRST KAFANA, AKA COFFEE SHOP?
SERBIA SAW COFFEE HOUSES NEARLY A CENTURY
BEFORE LONDON OR VIENNA, SERVING BLACK
TURKISH COFFEE, THANKS TO THE OTTOMAN
EMPIRE. THE CAFÉ SCENE – SPECIALTY COFFEE IN
PARTICULAR – IN THE CITY IS VERY MUCH PRESENT
TODAY AND WORTHY OF BEING EXPLORED BY
ANYONE VISITING THE SERBIAN CAPITAL.
Belgrade’s existing coffee culture has reached another level in recent years, in the shape
of new age swanky coffee shops priding themselves on possessing the best coffee beans
sourced from around the world. La Marzocco coffee machines are around in record
breaking numbers, whipping up state of the art coffees served in stylish cups, enjoyed in
the trendy yet rustic interiors of those character-filled cafes. Many are designed in a way
that you feel very much at home, as if you were sipping your beverage in the comfort of
your own living room or on the outside patio of your grandma’s house (because she doesn’t
let you smoke inside, of course).
If you want to be seen in utterly cool places in Belgrade, coffee houses are the place to be.
Lounging on sofas, crouching over small wooden tables reading papers, sitting prettily on
little stools or with their long legs stretched out on the steps outside soaking up the sun
are super glamorous, model-looking Serbian señoritas and too cool for school, tall, dark
haired, sunglass-wearing boys overlooking their toys. There are yummy mummies and their
kids in mini Burberry attire, chatty teenagers, Instagrammers, fresh outta the hairdresser
bouffant-sporting ladies in their prime, pipe-puffing gentlemen and those simply killing
time, smoking cigarette after cigarette with espresso number 15! Serbs smoke… a lot!
The specialty coffee scene in Serbia’s capital easily measures up to other European cities.
In true Belgrade fashion, it doesn’t disappoint.

BELGRADE COFFEE CULTURE

BELGRADE COFFEE CULTURE

PRZIONICA

AVIATOR COFFEE EXPLORER

Visit Przionica, where the name translates to Roastery and they micro roast their coffee on the premises.

Aviator Coffee Explorer has six locations in Belgrade and some of the best trained baristas

The open store concept means you can enjoy viewing the coffee roasting experience right in front of you.

around. I hugely enjoyed my perfect soya cappuccino, lounging on a plush velvet green sofa while

Przionica is run by real coffee experts and top notch, award-winning baristas, serving their medium

testing my ability to still read ‘Cirilica’ (aka Cyrillic) by flicking through the daily newspaper and

roasted coffee with a more rounded flavour than deep dark roast, from the swanky shiny La Marzocco in

at the same time keeping my eye on every perfectly prepared coffee being served to the customers

a minimalistic interior that, apart from coffee, only serves filtered water – so much is their focus solely on

sitting around me.

coffee! Enjoy your cup sitting on the steps outside if weather permits. Being located in an industrial zone,
this area may remind you very much of downtown LA.
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KAFETEKA

KAFETERIJA

Kafeteka serve up one of the best roasts from their retro coffee machine, coolly leaving the other

Kafeterija coffee shops have seven locations in Belgrade, each one equipped with its own coffee

kids to play with their La Marzoccos. Here, everything is about community and many locals make

roasting machine. Impressive! At only three years old, it’s still very much a young brand but proof

Kafeteka their chosen place to kill time while hanging around with neighbours and friends. Easy on

that quality, innovation and passion always pay off. Serving over 15 unique coffee flavours from

the eye green walls with quotes like ´Today I will do absolutely nothin’’’ give you an idea of life in

all over the world in a relaxed homely atmosphere, accompanied by cold-pressed juices, flaky

anything but the fast lane while you enjoy one of your many daily cups here. Even an extreme dose

croissants and yummy sandwiches, there’s nothing not to love about Kafeterija. They even offer

of caffeine ain’t gonna change life in Belgrade and that is a good thing.

Kopi Lupak – the world most expensive coffee – originating from Indonesia. It’s not the actual
coffee beans that make Kopi Lupak expensive to produce; rather, the coffee cherry first needs to be
eaten, digested and then pooped out by a little furry animal for you to enjoy your premium cup!
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KOFFEIN

Koffein (caffeine in Serbian) is yet another charming cafe with a large outdoor terrace and a tiny
space inside, from where latte art flat whites are sent flying outside to chain smoking folks. Since
the first shop opened its doors to the public in downtown Belgrade in 2013, it changed how people
drink and enjoy coffee. In just one year of existence, Koffein has become a cult place in Belgrade,
serving hundreds of people their perfect cup of coffee each day.
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SPIRIT
CLEANSE
TIRUVANNAMALAI, INDIA
www.ashoktree.com

THESE DAYS, THERE ARE MANY
PLACES OFFERING THE PRACTICE
OF PANCHAKARMA CLEANSING,
BUT AT THE SAME TIME, STRONG
RECOMMENDATIONS ARE NEEDED
WHEN CHOOSING THE RIGHT ONE
FOR YOU. THE PERSON LEADING
YOU THROUGH THE EXPERIENCE
SHOULD BE A PROPER AYURVEDIC
PRACTITIONER WITH A FAIR AMOUNT
OF EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE.

“Pancha-what?” I hear you say? I can tell you one thing: It is not for the faint-hearted.
I’d like to share with you the best of the best Ayurvedic doctors that I have ever come
across, in a far away land called India. If there was a luxury place that had Ayurvedic
doctors who were as amazing as Dr Radhika, it would be highly recommended,
considering how comfort is so welcomed during a cleanse like Panchakarma, but this
amazing woman does all her incredible work in a humble little village in a south-east
Indian ashram called Ashok Tree.
Ashok Tree offers very simple accommodation and they do everything they can to make
your stay as comfortable as possible, but a luxury ashram it ain’t! That is, if such a thing
were to exist anyway. Our health and the desire to feel better are far more important
than five-star comfort and if you are ready to sign up for a ticket to feeling incredible
from the inside out, then this ashram in India is the place to go.
When it comes to detoxing and cleansing, if one hasn’t done Panchakarma, one cannot
say that they have done it all. Panchakarma is for those in reasonably good health and
with a certain level of strength, as it can be too intense for those who are frail or sick.
In case you haven’t heard about Panchakarma before, it is a full body detoxification
using Ayurveda’s most potent healing tools – a powerful cleanse using a powerful
combination of natural herbs. Dr Radhika spent five years of her medical studies being
in a garden so naturally, the healing powers of herbs and her extensive knowledge of
them is astounding. You can put yourself in her hands with total trust, even though her
herbs will torture you like nothing ever before! But for all a good reason…
It is hard to put the Panchakarma experience into words that would be considered
acceptable as table conversation and also words that don’t put you off trying it for
yourself. Panchakarma is hard, it is not pleasant and while you are in the middle of
it you may say that you will never, ever do it again. You walk out after ten days feeling
absolutely incredible, convinced you will never get yourself into such a bad state that
you would have to go through that ordeal again.
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But then you slip a bit and even though you are not feeling as bad as the first time
you went there, Panchakarma starts calling you. That feeling of your insides being like
those of a newborn baby, that clear skin, the flat stomach, all that good energy, a clear
mind, your habits having been reset, the glow… all the things that we can easily lose in
these crazy busy, stressful times we are living in. And really, who doesn’t want to feel
that great as often as possible?
In the case of Panchakarma, this feeling comes with a lot of hard work – most of it on
your behalf – and you may feel pity upon your doctor and her helpers for having to
observe the ‘process’. But for them, this is everyday normality – seeing people puking
and walking around looking half dead!
There are pleasant moments too, like daily massages, shirodhara treatments (warm oil
poured on your forehead sending you into a state of absolute bliss) and gentle walks
around the village saying hi to cows and smiling farmers. There is a lot of yoga involved
to help you move and not become too static, as the easiest thing to do (and what one
only feels like doing) is to stay curled up in bed all day feeling sorry for yourself. You are
also encouraged to do a digital detox and internet access is very limited. You will likely
need to go and beg for a WiFi connection so you can get a shot of your social media
crack. But if you can completely avoid being online, the whole experience digs in much
deeper and you may be surprised at what else comes up.
Panchakarma is a highly spiritual experience if one commits to doing it ‘by the book’.
The hard work includes a thing called vomina, which as you might guess is actual
vomiting after you have been asked to drink between five and eight glasses of milk, or
for non-milk drinkers, sugar cane juice. Then you are passed a tablespoon of the most
incredibly unpleasant mix of herbs anyone could put into their mouth, which instantly
raises your stomach muscles and off you go like a scene from The Exorcist, starring you.
After that, it is not all over! Next up is between five and eight glasses of salty water, my
dears. And then the whole process of those demons coming out of you starts up all over
again.
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The next day, your front is given a rest, but your backside is next, with virechana, aka
extreme bowel evacuation. For your mid-morning ‘snack’ you are given a tablespoon of
a mashed green paste which has the power to make you go into a state of elimination up
to 40 times. Yes, you read it right. 40 times. FORTY. In the space of a few hours, while
you are ordered to walk around with no lying down. It is a rather agonising experience,
but again, the final result makes it all worthwhile at the end!
The experience of all these toxins coming out and a total colon detoxification is not a
walk in the park. The bad news is that these processes are repeated during your stay
for a complete detoxification, followed by green enemas too. Those are a real highlight.
Needless to say, they don’t feed you a lot during Panchakarma. Not that you really have
much of an appetite anyway, but even if you do, apart from the small bowl of kitchari
you are given to eat daily, a plate of papaya is all you get.
If Panchakarma has an official food then it must be kitchari, the fragrant blend of
yellow dal and basmati rice. It is a Panchakarma staple with its easy to digest complete
protein. It is cooked and served with added ghee, which loosens impurities, called ama
– basically undigested food particles caused by eating the wrong foods or simply from
weak digestion. Body-based Panchakarma treatments are designed to flush them out.
After Panchakarma is finished, the most important part is actually your diet afterwards
– during the comedown period when you have to eat the right foods. It is important to
include those days in your schedule, as your system is so super clean, especially your
intestines. If any further healing is to take place, you are starting with a fresh, new
canvas and you only want to put the best and most non-abrasive ingredients into your
system. Your Ayurvedic doctor should give you clear instructions on the drinks and
food that are suitable for this very important part of the cleanse.
Spiritually, Panchakarma puts you in a better place and regardless of what an unpleasant
experience it can be at times, if you have what it takes to get through it, it couldn’t be
recommend more. Puking and all…
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‘HOW BEAUTIFUL IT IS TO REST AND THEN DO
NOTHING AFTERWARD.’ SPANISH PROVERB

KAMALAYA
RECONNECT,
REFRESH,
REVIVE
KOH SAMUI, THAILAND
www.kamalaya.com

IMAGINE A PLUSH TROPICAL ENVIRONMENT, WITH
THE UTMOST TRANQUILITY, PAMPERING TREATMENTS,
PROGRAMS TAILORED TO SUIT ALL YOUR NEEDS,
YUMMY HEALTHY FOOD, STEAM ROOMS NESTED WITHIN
VOLCANIC ROCKS, A BREATHTAKING YOGA SPACE,
THE ENDLESS SMILES OF THAI PEOPLE AND MAGICAL
SUNSETS. CHECKING INTO KAMALAYA WELLNESS
SANCTUARY AND HOLISTIC SPA CAN TURN THAT WILD
DREAM INTO REALITY.

Set in Koh Samui, Kamalaya is a multiple award-

digital distractions and reconnect with yourself

winning resort nestled in a beautiful spiritual

through a number of wellness programs offering

setting. Surrounding a monk’s cave and built in a

health solutions through detox, yoga, sleep

dense tropical forest studded with ancient granite

enhancement, de-stressing, fitness and weight

boulders, Kamalaya combines therapies from the

control.

East and West, taking a unique approach to one’s
complete wellbeing and personal fulfilment. Here

My personal choice on this visit to Kamalaya was

you are encouraged to experience inner stillness,

not to do any particular program for the mere

peace and silence. It’s all about reconnecting,

reason I didn’t want any structure in my day. I was

recharging, refreshing and reviving here.

badly jet-lagged for almost a week and had just
finished a brutal, busy working season running

At

Kamalaya,

the

physical,

emotional,

my cafés in Ibiza. I wanted to wake up at any time I

psychological and spiritual are all taken as integral

wanted to, to sleep through any early yoga classes.

parts of the whole. “Using a holistic approach

To eat and do any exercise or have spa treatments

to address each of these aspects gently and

at my own pace was what my body and mind was

simultaneously, it becomes possible to tap into

craving and I gave myself exactly that. The beauty

the healing within,” says Karina Stewart, one of

of Kamalaya is that you can be as involved and

founders of Kamalaya, an expert in Asian healing

connected or as still as you like. I purchased WiFi

traditions and a doctor of traditional Chinese

of course… but I managed to stay more still than I

medicine.

have managed in a very long time. It was all sleep,
eat, get pampered and repeat. Bliss.

John Stewart, another founder who has devoted
years of his life to service and spiritual studies,

In my nine-day stay, I overslept breakfast seven

says true happiness comes from giving. It is his

times! That’s unheard of for someone who lives

hope that through Kamalaya, guests can be offered

for hotel breakfasts, and it tells you how chilled

the experience of peace, silence and the power to

I was. Even after not doing any programs during

reconnect. The healing power of nature plus the

my nine days at Kamalaya, I was simply glowing.

joy of community at Kamalaya are in abundance

All due to lots of sleep, steaming myself daily

and one cannot not help but feel it and recharge

in those amazing steam rooms nestled within

through its energy.

granite rocks, taking massages, making super
healthy food and juice choices, and topping up

The absence of televisions in rooms along with

my tan while reading my book by the pool. My

limited WiFi (unless you want to purchase a WiFi

highlight there were the little fruit platters served

connection) tells you that the place encourages

as refreshment, consisting of the most amazing

you to simply disconnect from daily routines,

tasting fruits I’ve ever tried.
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‘ALL WONDERS YOU SEEK ARE WITHIN
YOURSELF.’ SIR THOMAS BROWNE

Many guests here are solo travellers and you can see that the majority of people are catching
up on some precious ‘me time’. Again, everything at Kamalaya serves you to achieve and
enjoy just that, but if you do wish to connect with some other guests there is a large wooden
community table you can enjoy at meal times, chatting to other guests and disconnecting
for a bit before going back to being a disconnected detoxing looney. As my business involves
talking to people all day long, I was pretty unsociable and that was completely ok. No one here
even blinks an eyelid at you while you chew your dinner on your own without even staring at
your other half (meaning your iPhone!). The food on the menu here will satisfy any health
freak and at the same time, there are deliciously indulgent yet healthy dishes to satisfy those
who do not necessarily want to munch on kelp noodles all day.
One of the things I respected the most about Kamalaya – and something that all hotels and
resorts in the world should take note from – is that there was no plastic present anywhere!
The bathroom toiletries and complimentary water are bottled in glass, while shampoo and
conditioner come in refillable ceramic bottles – none of those dreadful single plastic tubs. Eco
heaven, right here and right now.
It is difficult to describe Kamalaya in words and even to capture its magic in pictures. The
whole atmosphere of the place and especially the warmth, kindness and smiles of the people
working there is what makes this resort one of the most welcoming places I have ever visited.
One of guests said: “Sometimes there are periods in your life when you forget how special you
are. After only seven days here, I left feeling very special again.” It is a real journey spending
days here, a journey towards experiences that are often transformational.
Probably the greatest irony these days is that despite having more in our lives than ever
before, never have we have been more disconnected, forgetting that our greatest source of
joy and contentment comes from within. Kamalaya helps you unearth the joy from within by
providing an enriching environment that helps you reconnect to your source of healing and
wellbeing.
Here, you simply slow down and recharge. Upon checking out after your stay, you say goodbye
to this magical place, you adjust your newfound healthy halo and glide to your next destination
in a state of what (at the moment) feels like an eternal bliss.

BALI
LOVE

NOTES
FROM
PARADISE
BALI, INDONESIA

BALI IS ONE OF THOSE PLACES ON EARTH
THAT ONCE YOU VISIT, IT KEEPS CALLING
YOU BACK. THERE IS SOMETHING ABOUT
THE ISLAND THAT MAKES YOU FEEL YOU
COULD EASILY MAKE YOUR HOME HERE.

BALI LOVE

Enchanting, welcoming and many would say healing, Bali is the place to go and mend a broken
heart, grieve and spend time by yourself, but it is also a place to go and make friends, do yoga like
a boss, rest your eyes on lush greenery, surf, swing over palm trees and eat the best dragon fruit
smoothie bowls on the planet.
Spending a couple of weeks (or less) in Bali is just way too short to experience all the things this
thriving island has to offer… and it’s even shorter to sample all the yummy food. You should try
as many villas and hotels as you can while you’re there, because you are simply spoiled for choice
with so many amazing places to stay.
Accommodation prices in Bali vary. You can go cheap and you can go expensive, but when it
comes to food you get a bargain eight times out of ten. The prices of fresh coconuts are laughable
compared to what we pay for them in the west, but then, so are the monthly wages of the Balinese
people! The abundance of fresh produce and labour in Bali has gifted us all, regardless of budget.
It’s easy to enjoy the majority of bars, cafes and restaurants while holidaying in this slice of
paradise without having to watch your pennies.
If you visited Bali a few years ago, there were only a handful of healthy places and you’d mainly eat
in random local Indonesian restaurants trying the healthiest options on the menus. But today,
all those healthy, Instagram must-see places are on every health freak’s list. Most places serve
predominately uncooked vegetables, which means salads are in abundance. So are wraps filled
with crunchy vegetables and of course, Buddha bowls, with the only cooked thing in them being
rice and deep-fried tofu or tempeh. The rest is raw baby!
You can also stumble across cute little Ayurvedic cafes serving kitchari and lovely spiced potato
dosas. Yoga Barn in Ubud is a place where you can take a yoga class, enjoy the great and varied
healthy menu and then add an hour of massage before settling the bill for under 20€.
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Another one of the best things about Bali is that when
you get sore tootsies from all the shopping, you can
walk into a street-side spa without an appointment
and have the most amazing foot massage for less than
10€ an hour! By the way, Bali is shopaholic heaven. A
strong word of advice is to go there with a half-empty
suitcase.
Bali is seriously good coffee heaven too. One of the
best places to enjoy just that is Revolver Espresso,
close to Seminyak square, where they not only have
great coffee, but also one of the most decent tasting
and well-presented breakfast pancake dishes ever.
Revolver is a must visit for breakfast and brunch, then
it gets all cosy and romantic in the evening when you
can enjoy their great cocktails. Close by is Sisterfields
and Expat Roasters, also great for brunch… and coffee
of course.
You cannot leave Bali without eating a dragon fruit
smoothie bowl, aka a pitaya bowl. They are amazing!
They are served everywhere but the award for the
best pitaya smoothie bowl should go to Crate Cafe in
Canggu, where freshly grated coconut meat is served
over the most amazing smoothie bowl texture I ever
dug my spoon into! The runner up was at Sea Circus.
My absolute lottery was that I had booked into The
Colony Hotel in Seminyak – only upon checking in, I
realised it was right next door to Sea Circus. It’s a super
cute, playful place where you must take a very casual
looking photo on the pink bench outside as if you
were not stopping traffic in order to do so… because
to take the picture, you have to do exactly that! It is
a hilarious scene watching Instagram junkies risking
their lives as they are almost hit by cars just for a
repost. Ah, the times we are living in!

You might want to visit the very popular Nude Canggu, The Shady Shack and Peloton
Supershop (all in Canggu) and while you’re there, pop into the super cool yoga studio called
Practice to, errrr… practice yoga with the best of the best. Another must visit is Cafe Vida,
where they serve the most amazing mandala-like decorated smoothies and smoothie bowls.
Speaking of amazing, cute, girly but also ‘business of kindness’ kind of places, there is a great
vegan café called Kynd in Seminyak. Ah, those plants on pink walls. They are everything!
I’ve seen many plant murals and murals in general in Bali, and in my life, but Kynd takes
the trophy. It is just too pretty! So are their (yep again) smoothie bowls, with ‘Bali Baby’, ‘Be
Kynd’, or simply your name if you ask, carved out of mango. Don’t go too late in the afternoon
(meaning after 2pm or 3pm) as they make only a limited number of them daily. It took me
three visits to get one!
Another rather special place to chill out with good coffee and your laptop is Lazy Cats cafe in
Ubud. It is really a place to be lazy and spend hours reading, catching up with your emails,
chatting to your friends or enjoying the street hustle below if you’re sitting on a balcony. Also
in Ubud, Alchemy is a raw, vegan, assassin food heaven where you can enjoy some super good
raw food.
Beach bars in Bali are a big thing and they are packed at sunset times with crowds sipping on
cocktails, taking in some of the most magical sunsets on the planet. Head to Ku De Ta and
Potato Head in Seminyak and La Brisa in Canggu just to name few.
Bali is famously a surfer’s paradise so you can also opt to spend your time either surfing or
just watching the fit and brave take those waves! One of the downfalls on this beautiful
island however, is something that is sadly happening in many beautiful locations around the
world. That is, beaches full of plastic washed straight out of the sea. You walk down the beach
admiring the sunset, the waves, the surfers and the doggies playing together and then you
look down and find pieces of plastic are under your feet with almost every second step you
take. It is pretty heart breaking. When we are on such a nature-rich island, isolated from the
mainland, we feel it should be immune to this catastrophe, but it is almost worse here. I really
hope Bali will do all it can in its powers to clean up its paradise.
A paradise we all want to return to, time and time again.
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RECIPES

PASSION
RECIPES

Pitaya Chia Pot
If there is a fruit (aside from the obvious coconut)

Sadly, dragon fruit is not easily sourced on our shores

that represents Bali and its smoothies and smoothie

and even when it is, it is incredibly expensive. Instead,

bowls, it can only be the dragon fruit, aka pitaya, as it

we have to rely on using frozen pitaya packs that the

is known to us in the west.

lovely folks from Amazonia made available to us, in
order to recreate this little piece of pink Bali heaven!

Like many others, I am fascinated by its colour, texture

Using the whole fruit, colour and texture-wise, you

and sweet flavour. I simply couldn’t get enough of it

could end up taking this recipe to a whole new level

when I was in Bali, so here it is my simple version

but even as it is here, it’s super delish and very easy to

of a nice cream pitaya chia pot inspired by my Bali

make. And if you won’t blend or can’t blend then just

experience.

head to your nearest Passion for one!

For the chia

For the nice cream

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

¼ cup chia seeds

2 frozen pitaya packs

¾ cup coconut milk

2 frozen bananas
1 fresh banana

METHOD

Soak chia coconut milk for 30 minutes or overnight
– you want the chia to firm up and not be too runny
otherwise your nice cream will ‘sink’ into it.

2 tablespoons ginger juice
6 tablespoons orange juice
METHOD

Blend in a Vitamix, using the plunger.

To serve
1. Divide chia mix between two glass jars.
2. Place 3 peeled kiwi slices against the jar walls.
3. Pour nice cream in the middle, spoon by spoon, to keep the kiwi facing the wall of the glass.
4. Decorate with kiwi slices, grab the luckiest spoons in the world and enjoy!

SHA
WELLNESS
CLINIC
ALICANTE, SPAIN
www.shawellnessclinic.com

INTEGRAL
HEALTH &
WELLBEING

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC

SHA IS LIKE A SECRET ESCAPE.
EVERY TIME YOU ARRIVE AT SHA FEELS LIKE A HOMECOMING.

Many would agree that often in today’s ‘life in the

SHA is a great platform for anyone wanting to learn

fast lane’, it’s hard to find a healthy balance without

more about becoming healthy or a healthier way of

our bodies and minds being taxed. Thankfully, there

living. It doesn’t matter how much you know about

are places like SHA, where restoring yourself back

health and wellness, there is always something to

to a normal, fully-functioning human being is made

inspire you even more or new healthy habits that rub

possible.

off on you.

The only work you need to put in at SHA is to show up

What really takes the crown are the stunning views

three times a day for delicious healthy meals based

surrounding the home of the SHA founders. You

on macrobiotic principles. You wear your comfy

could spend eternity staring at the surroundings

SHA white robe and soft slippers to your pampering

here – it is a simply magnificent location for

appointments, where SHA experts and practitioners

everything you go to SHA for. That is, to spend

work wonders on your tired body and mind. If your

time reconnecting to yourself, to gently cleanse

program, or your mood, demands it, you might don

your system, to be kind to your body and mind, to

a pair of trainers to carry you to the gym or take you

simplify your taste buds and to recognise habits that

on a lovely hike.

are probably not serving you very well. It’s the place
to get that glow back and just simply be.

The SHA method takes a 360-degree view on health,
involving all aspects of health and wellbeing. It

Being a medical wellness clinic and spa, SHA is not

is based on healthy nutrition, natural therapies,

just about pampering. Here, doctors also work with

re-education of habits, inner balance, healthy

you on any more serious issues you may have, and

aging, regenerative medicine, preventive medicine,

there are weight loss plans, de-stressing programs,

genetics, aesthetic medicine, fitness and cognitive

rejuvenation treatments and much more. Checking

stimulation. It integrates the most effective natural

the wellness menu can make your head spin with the

therapies without neglecting the latest advances in

variety of treatments on offer – it is that impressive.

western medicine, especially in preventive medicine,

They are not only saying we should fix those things

genetics and anti-aging.

in our systems that have gone out of balance, but
that we should maintain and preserve the health we

SHA (quietly) shouts luxury, beauty, exclusivity,

have so we can enjoy life’s full potential on a physical

health and elegance but above all, simplicity – despite

and mental level alike.

being the complex business that it is. Nothing is too
‘dressed up’ here, and that is the real beauty of the

SHA is one of those places you live for to re-visit. It

place. Elegant simplicity.

is a calming sanctuary, a healthy heaven, and a truly
soulful place to be.
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BAREFOOT
IN TULUM
TRAVEL DIARIES
FROM PARADISE
TULUM, MEXICO

I KEPT FANTASISING ABOUT ‘THE’ HOLIDAY SPOT…
YOU KNOW, THAT PLACE WHERE YOU’RE BAREFOOT
AND IN A BIKINI ALL DAY, EVERY DAY. A PLACE
WITH WHITE SAND, TURQUOISE WATERS, PALMS AND
COCONUTS. HEARING AND READING ABOUT TULUM
FROM SO MANY PEOPLE, IN SO MANY PLACES THIS
YEAR WAS A SURE SIGN IT WAS THE PLACE TO GO.

Words and photographs: Sofia Gomez Fonzo.
www.sofiagomezfonzo.com

As soon as you arrive in Tulum, it hits you. The beauty

amazing Mezcal cocktails while swinging and watching

and simplicity of this place. You see it and feel it… it’s the

the evening life pass by the street. Simply magical.

perfect paradise. A long beach with pristine sea on one
side and gorgeous wooden ‘cabana’ hotels on the other,

Once night had truly fallen, it was time for some food…

one road with lots of restaurants, bars and shops, and

at Gitano! We stepped inside and it was like entering

at the end of it, the jungle begins. Walking the beach by

the most fantastic jungle gathering with little lights and

day, the road by night, there are so many amazing places

candles everywhere that kept the mystery going. This

to discover.

was topped with music from a sitar and percussion mixed
with modern sounds that made you wonder all about life

In the morning, I woke up with my feet in the sand at

and food. It made me love Mexico even more!

Playa Mambo, and took a revitalising yoga class at Alaya
Hotel’s colorful yoga shala. I left feeling connected,

Mornings were always well spent on the beach, sipping

light and ready to start the day. Next stop was the cutest

coconuts to fool the heat away. When we felt like doing

tropical kiosk called Matchamama, where you sip chilled

something different, we’d just wander down the beach

matcha lattes and eat vegan smoothie bowls for breakfast.

and visit Nômade, the chicest natural hotel I’ve ever
seen. It’s so inspiring to see a place that feels so chilled

Then it was time to get the bikini on and head to the

and primitive, done in such a stylish and minimalistic

beach! Long lazy naps on the comfy sunbeds at Ziggy’s

way. When we arrived at Macondo, their vegetarian

were followed by delicious fruit juices, amazing

restaurant, it felt like I had been transported to Morocco

guacamole and a swim in the sea after working on my

in the jungle, complete with superfood drinks and vegan

tan. I walked down the beach and found Ahau Hotel,

salad bowls.

and strolled around the cool architecture until I got to a
hammock and the lush green oasis where the hip vegan

At the complete opposite end of the beach you can find

folk were chatting around Raw Love’s delicious and

the famous Mayan ruins, with stunning views of Tulum

nutritious dishes.

and waves that break when they hit the reef – it’s easy to
see why the ancients chose this place to build the city.

I headed out, back to the beach, only to hear some ethnic

When it was time to head back, we continued with the

electronic tunes and see people dancing barefoot on the

Mayan culture theme and signed up to a Mayan Calendar

sand. Coming from Ibiza to Tulum, I had to pinch myself

workshop with Aiesha Cosmos. My mind was blown –

as it felt like home! Only this time it was so laidback

there is so much to learn and it’s just so amazing how the

and effortless, with no VIPs, everyone was greeting

Mayans were so advanced for their times. They possessed

each other as if they were embracing their long-lost

such a powerful view of the universe and humanity.

family. We grabbed a table, ordered some fresh drinks,
did some more people watching, soaked up the chilled

Visitors to Tulum need to help this little piece of paradise

vibes surrounded by palm trees and dream catchers and

ensure it stays as untouched as possible, as it’s been

danced away as the sun set...

developing at high speed over the past few years. Please,
let’s all make the effort to be conscious travellers, taking

Before we knew it, it was time to hit the road (and time

care of places like this and the nature around us so we

put shoes on – bummer!) and we found some cool swings

can continue to enjoy them for many years to come. No

by the bar at Mur Mur on which to pass the time. I drank

shoes, no worries… the ultimate luxury.
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BAREFOOT IN TULUM

SAN JOSE
GETAWAY
SAN JOSE IS A PART OF THE ISLAND WHERE YOU
C A N S T I L L F I N D ‘ T H E R E A L I B I Z A ’, A S M A N Y P E O P L E
LIKE TO CALL THOSE PARTS OF IBIZA THAT REMAIN
UNTOUCHED BY TOURISM, VIP AND THE ‘IT’S NOT LIKE
IT USED TO BE’ ATTITUDE.

San Jose is also my ghetto and and my getaway from it all. It’s a sleepy little village where I like to
hang out, usually in the Aurobelle store trying on dozens of dresses while chatting to the lovely
sales assistant who is always so helpful. I’ve been filling my wardrobe with Aurobelle dresses for
years and most days I wear them to work, where ladies often ask me: “Where did you get that
dress?”
So great is my passion for ethical fashion (which is at the heart of Aurobelle ethos), so big is my
love of patterns and so obvious is my happiness with the comfort of their garments, that when
Aurobelle asked me to become their brand ambassador, I happily accepted. After all, I didn’t
have to do anything I wasn’t already doing: wearing their dresses and sharing photos of myself
wearing them on social media! I have to admit, I don’t enjoy going around to many different
places when shopping, so when I discover a place that I like, I am happy to do all my shopping in
one place, every now and then, and be done with it! And Aurobelle gives me exactly what I need.

On my way out of the Aurobelle shop – once
my dresses are in a bag – I can see the full
Passion terrace from a distance. I stop by
Raco Verd for a croissant and coffee – the
Ibiza one that always comes with a crispy
cinnamon cookie. Ah, the little things in life!
Of course, I go to San Jose primarily to visit
my Passion there. I check in on the business
and see my team, then have a relaxing
smoothie or a nice lunch as this is the only
Passion I feel like I can relax at. Because of
its vastness, I find it the most laidback of all
Passions, except for those days that get very
busy when I’m there and I normally end up
washing glasses behind the bar! These days,
if I’m ever needed to jump in to help at any
Passion during service, it’s always to do the
washing up, even in my floaty Aurobelle
dresses. It is a sight though….
There are a few interior shops in San Jose village where shopping feels more like a treasure hunt and you
rarely walk out empty handed. The area is also home to another of my favourite white isle concept shops:
Samahra. It is so hard for me to walk in here without buying something! As a water upgrade junkie and
glass bottle lover, I simply cannot get enough of the gadgets here. Scented candles, yoga mats, meditation
cushions, comfy loungewear, natural cosmetics, herbal teas… everything the boho-chic lifestyle demands
under one roof.
And then there is Can Toni, the old style Spanish cafeteria with a good old Spanish barman and waiter
plus that ridiculously strong black coffee that upon drinking it, feels like you’ve injected it right into your
bloodstream. A good old ensaimada goes well with it too. I still drink my posh La Marzocco coffees with
fancy vegan milks in posh cups every day but sometimes I just want to curl up in the corner of a place where
nobody knows me or talks to me, where I can feel the traditions of the island I chose to be my home and I
can be with real locals drinking strong coffee.
Dear ‘new’ Ibiza… Whatever you do and whichever direction you go, please do not touch my Spanish
cafeterias! May the old grumpy waiters remain to keep on ruling them and may we all live happily ever after.
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AUROBELLE

ETHICAL
FASHION
AUROBELLE

E S T A B L I S H E D I N 2003, A U R O B E L L E I S A
BOUTIQUE FASHION AND LIFESTYLE FAMILY,
AIMING TO EMPOWER WOMEN AND EMBODY
A BLISSFUL BOHEMIAN LIFESTYLE, THROUGH
ETHICALLY-SOURCED BOHO COLLECTIONS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD. PRODUCED USING
ORGANIC MATERIALS, THEIR BLOCK PRINT
COLLECTION BUILDS UPON THE ANCIENT
TRADITION OF HAND-PRINTED FABRICS USING
NATURAL PIGMENTS FROM RURAL INDIA.
EACH AUROBELLE CREATION EMANATES
FEMININITY, FREEDOM AND SO MUCH
MORE. THEIR AIM IS TO CREATE BEAUTIFUL
GARMENTS IN THE MOST ETHICALLY AND
ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS WAY POSSIBLE
AND SUPPORT ARTISANAL PRACTICES AROUND
THE WORLD, MAKING EACH PIECE UNIQUELY
BEAUTIFUL.
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NATALIE AND MILLA CHAPONNEL

PASSION
REGULARS
INSIDER TIPS FROM PASSION’S MOST LOYAL DEVOTEES

WHAT DOES ANY BUSINESS GET AS ITS BIGGEST
COMPLIMENT? RETURNING CUSTOMERS, OF COURSE. SO
MANY OF YOU HAVE STAYED SO LOYAL TO US AT PASSION
OVER THE YEARS. IN FACT, MANY OF YOU HAVE BEEN
W I T H U S F R O M D A Y O N E , B A C K I N 2002 ! I F W E C O U L D
FEATURE ALL OF YOU, WE WOULD… BUT WE’D NEED TO
MAKE PASSION MAGAZINE THE SIZE OF THE BIBLE!

We have seen you fall in love, flirt, make up and break up, get married. We saw you talk and laugh with
your loved one but also dine in awkward silence. We have celebrated with you but also nursed you
through heartbreaks with our carrot cake and fudgy brownies. We have seen you through pregnancies,
having babies (or a few of them) and we see those babies grow as they drink Passion smoothies. Then we
see those same babies coming in a few years later with their latest tattoo picking up take away!
Our customers are from all walks of life – far too many to mention. But to each and every one of you, we
will always be eternally grateful and forever thankful for your custom and helping to build Passion cafes
together with us for the last 17 years and we hope for many more years to come.
Here, meet a few of our customers who have made Passion, may we say, their second home!
We love you and we appreciate you.

Your Passion
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FOUNDER & DIRECTOR OF WHITE IBIZA AND DAUGHTER,
DANCER & DREAMER
Why we love Ibiza: Ibiza has the most beautiful light and is a place where you can always be yourself.
What we love about Passion: As vegetarians, Passion is the perfect place to stop by any time for a meal, drink or snack.
There is so much variety on the menu and the portions are big enough for us to share! As a working mum, I love the
speedy service when you need to eat and run combined with the relaxed pace when using Passions as a meeting point.
Favourite dish: For breakfast in winter, avocado toast plus poached eggs and pancakes for my mini-me. In summer, the
acai and smoothie bowls. For lunch, the Halloumi Salad and Spicy Avocado Fries Tacos.
Favourite drink: The Super Love and Very Berry smoothies.

CHRISTOPHER BAR

TASHA PAYNE

FOUNDER, IBIZA HIDEOUT REAL ESTATE

MODEL

Why I love Ibiza: One word - freedom.

Why I love Ibiza: Ibiza is my favourite place in the world

What I love about Passion: Healthy, conscious and

because of the healing energies the island exudes. Having

delicious food!

moved here from London where life is fast moving and

Favourite dish: Parmesan Chicken and Mash.

stressful, I am grateful every day to be able to look out

Favourite drink: Super Love.

of my window and see palm trees, sun and the beautiful
sea. There is a sense of togetherness amongst the
residents here that I have never experienced
anywhere else and that is why, wherever in the
world I may travel, Ibiza will always be my home.
What I love about Passion: As somebody who is
passionate about a healthy lifestyle, I can honestly
say I have never come across anywhere else that
creates food as beautiful as Passion. The
presentation of the plates is colourful and
they are so mindfully laid out, showing an
unbelievable amount of thought goes into
each and every plate of food. The staff are
wonderful and knowledgeable too.
Favourite dish: Rejuvenate Bowl.
Favourite drink: Antioxidant Smoothie.

JOY & MICHAEL
ARTIST AND MUSE (LEFT), FORMER LAWYER AND
MUSICIAN
Why we love Ibiza: It allowed us to fulfill all our dreams, and has always been kind to us.
What we love about Passion: The charming, personal atmosphere, the delicious and healthy food,
and mostly, the very lovely and inspiring Lana.
Favourite dish: Thai Chicken Salad (Micheal) and all the unique and creative desserts (Joy).
Favourite drinks: Green Smoothies and Detox Juice.

ISABELLE
O’CONNOR

FREDERIKA
KURTULIKOVA

OWNER, O’CONNOR PUBLICITY

MODEL

Why I love Ibiza: Ibiza is a global hotspot for the

Why I love Ibiza: One can truly express themselves

weird and the wonderful. I’ve got a massive mix of

without being judged by others.

friends from all over the world, from different

What I love about Passion: Fresh food and tasty

backgrounds and yet with the same love for

juices, great smoothies and cakes too!

this crazy, beautiful little island in the

Favourite dish: The Passion Breakfast or for lunch,

Mediterranean Sea.
What I love about Passion: The huge variety,
its massive portions and the organic cava!
Also, the staff who have become good
friends over the years.
Favourite dish: Honestly, I don’t have a
fave. Breakfast, lunch or dinner,
I could eat the entire menu.
Favourite drink: Organic Cava.

Spicy Avocado Fries Tacos.
Favourite drink: Super Detox.

BEN HARTMANN
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPER
& PROPERTY INVESTOR
Why I love Ibiza: A spontaneous trip brought me here 32 years ago, so
there is an element of ‘love at first sight’ but what really stood out for
me was the genuine joy for life people showed here. The climate is a big
factor and the natural beauty of Ibiza is incomparable.
Why I love Passion: Bodybuilding has been a part of my life for as long
as I can remember and it’s so important for me to be able to replenish
my body with the right kind of nutrients. Passion ticks all the boxes.
The quality is always consistent and the portion sizes too!
Favourite dish: Thai Salad.
Favourite drink: Energy Booster.

BENJAMIN HARTMANN
ENTREPENEUR
Why I love Ibiza: Ibiza is my birthplace, it’s my home. Although I have
a Scottish mother and a Dutch father - I’ve always considered myself to
be somewhat Ibicenco, though my looks might tell you otherwise! The
energy that flows throughout the summer months is very intense while
winters allow for total tranquility. I love that distinction!
What I love about Passion: Where do I even begin? The food, the
fantastic customer service, cleanliness, interior design,
ambience and of course Jack aka ‘The Boss’!
Favourite dish: The Chef’s Salad.
Favourite drink: Superman Protein Shake.

AMY RACHELLE

BEN WHALE

NATUROPATH

PARTNER & CHEF,
THE BODY CAMP

Why I love Ibiza: Spirit is alive here!
The island slowly opens to me – speaking

What I love about Ibiza: What’s not to love

through the sea, mountains and land

about Ibiza? I love the beaches and lazy

– plus the colorful characters!

afternoons in the sunshine, chilling and

What I love about Passion: There’s

going for a swim to cool off. I love going

food I can actually eat on the menu,

for a drive in the north with windows down

green, good and full of life – made
with creativity, care and super

and the smell of the pine forests coming in,
and going to a secluded spot either on a

yummy. I love that there is

beach or in the hills to watch the sunset.

something for everyone – all tastes

What I love about Passion: Passion is by far my

have been considered, which

favourite place to eat, or to have a shake after the gym.

means there’s no exclusion.

The staff are always so welcoming and friendly with big

Favourite dish: Rainbow salad.

smiles on their faces, it’s like a family. As a chef, I really

Favorite drink: Lemon, ginger,

appreciate Lana’s dedication, passion and hard work,

honey tea.

always coming up new and inspiring dishes.
Favourite dish: All the avocado toasts are winners! But
my favourite is the vegan chocolate brownie. Even when
I’ve had a breakfast, coffee and a big shake I can always
find space for a cheeky brownie!
Favourite drink: The superfood protein smoothie –
not for the faint hearted!

JACK SPARROW
Profession: Passion Café CEO & Entrepeneur

PUPPY
LOVE

Why I love Ibiza: My favourite time is winter, as I can
get quite hot and bothered in the summer, plus I love
the fact that the beaches in winter are mine. The nature
of my business means I’m hardly ever home alone which
is great as I’m such a people ‘person’.
What I love about Passion: As the Passion boss, I get
to socialise with my customers every day and do what
I do best: PR. This means sitting randomly between
people’s legs without much of introduction, all in the
attempt to do quality control checks on their food. I
think this is very important. I also get lots of cuddles

PASSIONATE POOCHES HAVE THEIR SAY

from hotties – what’s not to love?
Favourite food: As I’m allergic to birds and there are
no steaks served in my cafes, my favorite meal is my
Superdog bowl, which is a mix of organic brown rice,

I F Y O U H A V E A P O O C H ( O R A F E W O F T H E M ), Y O U ’ D
HAVE TO AGREE IBIZA IS A WONDERFUL PLACE FOR
OUR FURRY FRIENDS TO LIVE IN.

Apart from access to the beach, very often pool life and the many wonderful places to go for walkies,
one of the best things about island life for pets is that they’re allowed to accompany their humans
into many cafes and restaurants, for a bite of food or a lick of a smoothie. And among these doggyfriendly places are Passion cafés.
Having a four-legged CEO ourselves, we cannot help but love welcoming your furry loved ones into
our spaces. Many dogs are so accustomed to visiting their local Passion, that often when Jack (‘The
Boss’) walks in, they think they actually own the place and bark madly at him, which only falls on his
deaf ears – literally – without any offence whatsoever. From the heavenly smell of food dishes, like
turkey bacon, chicken schnitzel and crispy veggies to flaky croissants and peanut butter smoothies,
plus our sunny terraces to lounge on and the cool tiles to cool off on, it’s all more than enough to elicit
a very happy tail wiggle.
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oven-roasted sweet potato, free range raw egg, finely
chopped spinach, a touch of tuna and lots of parsley,
sprinkled with spirulina chips and blessed by the monks.
Favourite drink: Peanut butter and spinach smoothie.

GUINNESS
MAYOR OF VARA DE REY
Why I love Ibiza: I’m from Brighton in the UK, so I was
born by the beach. In Ibiza the beaches have soft sand,
not pebbles! I also love Spanish culture – a siesta is an
integral part of my day.
What I love about Passion: The boss lady gives me
treats and the staff bring me water (and carrot cake!).
Favourite food: Carrot cake.
Favourite drink: Rice coco milk.

BENY
BODYGUARD
Why I love Ibiza: Kids like me are always welcomed in
restaurants and people are friendly to us.
What I love about Passion: Food, food and more food.
Favourite food: Turkey bacon.
Favourite drink: I’m more into food.

DUDE
CHIHUAHUA
Why I love Ibiza: I am the king of the Paseo in Santa Eulalia.
What I love about Passion: The waiters are nice to me.
Favourite food: The chicken dish my owner Michael shares with me.
Favourite drink: Who wants a drink when there’s chicken going around?

JACK
PERSONAL TRAINER
Why I love Ibiza: Beach walks, country walks, marina walks
– did someone say walkies?
What I love about Passion: The huge portions! I’m always
guaranteed leftovers.
Favourite food: Halloumi.
Favourite drink: Water, in my very own Passion water bowl!

DAYS OFF
IN IBIZA
LANA’S GUIDE TO EATING OUT IN IBIZA

WHERE THE QUEEN OF HEALTH AND HAPPINESS EATS IN
IBIZA WHEN SHE’S HAVING A (RARE) DAY OFF!

The beauty of having Passion Cafés as your business is that you are constantly surrounded by
everything your heart desires, food and drinks wise. On the other hand, it also means you have
hardly any time, need or even days off to enjoy the many other amazing Ibiza places has to offer. I’m a
creature of habit, so when I find places I love, it is hard to steer me in any other direction. Naturally,
my choices take me to places that have good plant-based options on the menu.
These are my Ibiza essentials: Can Muson is my organic veggie place; Wild Beets is my health pit
stop; Vivi’s Creamery is my vice; Nobu Hotel Ibiza Bay is my middle of the day disappearance place,
just for an hour of disconnection; and Los Enamorados is my breakfast place on my day off, when I
like to drive as far as away possible. The location is as perfect as it can get!
Nevertheless, when I’m in the area, I’ll stop for a kale smoothie at Eat Is Life. If there are hours to
spare for lunch, I’ll head to La Paloma. Beachouse Ibiza is so handy for lunches when my family
visits as we can just stroll back along the beach to our apartment. For fancy dining, all roads lead to
Izakaya. What a hard life, eating my way across Ibiza!
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DAYS OFF IN IBIZA

DAYS OFF IN IBIZA

LOS ENAMORADOS

NOBU HOTEL IBIZA BAY

Perched above a very small beach in Portinatx, this boutique hotel and restaurant is simply charming,

What a beautiful place! I simply adore this hotel in the early mornings, before the crowds take over

oozing uniqueness with its quirky interiors and eclectic style. The owners’ love of décor, art and each

the pool area and the corridors get swamped with hotel guests and those wandering around. Stop by

other is wonderful to observe and admire.

for a coffee, juice, gluten-free cake or a cocktail at the pool bar – it will feel like you’ve been magically
transported to being on holiday. The only thing missing is a key to the rooms upstairs and access to

From the moment you step inside, you get the feeling you’re really in for something else here. I adore

that pool area.

the gorgeous tiles encasing the walls. I love the shelves that are covered with crockery. I can’t get
enough of the shop’s unique pieces – dresses and kaftans to accessories, slippers and more.

Dining under the stars at one of the three restaurants really feels like being in a beach resort, almost
like not being in Ibiza – not that Ibiza is not a good thing, on the contrary! But somehow it feels like

Sit on the relaxed terrace overlooking the boats, the bay and the people walking around in awe of the

you could be somewhere very far away in an exotic country or on a tropical island. But you’re not –

place as they enjoy a cocktail and a bite to eat. I could sit there for hours and enjoy this truly magical

you’re in Ibiza and that is the best ever!

piece of Ibiza heaven.

DAYS OFF IN IBIZA

DAYS OFF IN IBIZA

WILD BEETS

VIVI’S CREAMERY

This little gem is in the middle of the island, in the village of Santa Gertrudis – a must-visit healthy

We all need some ice cream in our lives and if it’s ice cream from Vivi’s Creamery then you’ve hit the

pit stop for any conscious vegan. When you’re dining in Wild Beets, it’s close to impossible to be ‘bad’.

jackpot as it’s so good! It makes going to Ibiza town and driving around aimlessly looking for parking

Forget about having a cheat day here! Cheat health day, yes!

worthwhile, with an ice cream reward like this from the cutest, and may I say the best, ice cream
place on the island.

Cliff, the owner of Wild beets admits: “Yeah, we are quite radical.” But that radicalism also means
that all of his food is as delicious as it is nutritious. From raw vegan meals and desserts to grain bowls,

Amongst the variety of flavours made from the highest quality ingredients, you can also enjoy vegan

cold-pressed juices and nut milks, organic wines and the meanest vegan cookie around, there’s

ice cream, sugar-free ice cream, gluten-free ice cream and whatever you choose, you can pimp your

something for all hard core vegans and health freaks out there.

selection with numerous toppings – what’s not to love or enjoy? There’s something about ice cream…
there’s something about Vivi’s ice cream!

My favourite thing to pick up on the go is the luscious cashew milk and the aforementioned giant
almond cookie, because one is never too old for cookies and milk!

DAYS OFF IN IBIZA

CAN MUSON
A fully organic farm with a market where I can pick up my daily dose of organic fruit and veg, and
a place to enjoy a simple breakfast away from the hustle and bustle of any fancy cafes, including
my own! I normally leave my pooch at home when visiting Can Muson, not because of the two big
doggies dominating the place, but due to my Jack’s jealousy of them snoring next to me while I’m
enjoying my tostada.
You can stock up on organic goodies from the Can Muson farm, including peeled tomatoes stored in
glass jars, ideal for quick pasta dishes, homemade jams, payes bread and of course, fresh-from-thefarm organic fruit and vegetables. The owners will happily show you around farm, which is a great
thing to do with kids and if you are planning on throwing a rustic, rural birthday party, then this
might be just the place for you!

RAW AND&ORGANIC INGREDIENTS
COLD PRESSED, NEVER HEATED

DELIVERY AVAILABLE THROUGH IBIZA DELIVERS +34 971 100 757

SAN ANTONIO

JUST WHEN WE THOUGHT WE WOULD NEVER EVER OPEN ANOTHER
PASSION IN IBIZA AGAIN, A BEAUTIFUL FRONTLINE LOCATION IN
SAN ANTONIO HARBOUR SUDDENLY CAME TO US. IT WAS SIMPLY A
CASE OF NOT BEING ABLE TO SAY NO TO IT! IT WAS LOVE AT FIRST
SIGHT AND PASSION COFFEE & DELI WAS BORN.

Yes… we’re aware that this was long overdue! Even during

Having been frequenting deli cafes around the world

the first few years of running our original Passion in Playa

for years, we’re so pleased to be launching the very first

den Bossa, we were constantly being asked to open a

Passion deli in one of our most requested locations.

Passion in San Antonio. So here we are, finally – sorry for

The great thing about this new concept is that you can

making you wait so long, but as they say, all good things

instantly choose whatever you’d like on your plate from the

take time! Wink wink. We are so excited about opening

deli counter – there’s no waiting around for food from a

this Passion – the deli concept is a slightly new one for us,

busy kitchen as it’s all freshly prepared and ready to go. We

and needless to say, we can’t wait to put our spin on it.

think you’ll love it – all of our bestsellers plus your favourite
drinks and dishes will be available for you to enjoy. We’ll

You might be wondering why we’re going with the deli

also be serving a few made to order dishes directly from

idea, rather than just setting up another Passion as you

the kitchen, so hopefully between the two options, all your

already know and love it. The reason is quite similar to the

wants and needs will be fulfilled, Passion junkies!

reason to we took the location in the first place – it just
came to us. You see, the space itself was already equipped

Stop by to try the island’s greatest coffee, coming out of our

with the most beautiful marble deli counter in the middle

state-of-the-art La Marzocco Strada coffee machine; pick

of the downstairs floor space and it would have been such

up a cold-pressed juice or a yummy dessert-like protein

a shame to demolish it. Plus, the size of the café means we

shake; get a deli bowl full of delicious home-cooked

only have a very limited kitchen area – one that doesn’t

goodness and oh how convenient! You can now get that

allow us to offer the full Passion menu, so we rose to the

Passion carrot cake in the middle of San Antonio. We are

challenge.

here to bring you health and happiness but above all, we
are here to bring you passion!
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SANTA EULARIA

WE’RE ARE PREDICTING THIS PASSION WILL BE THE
‘ D A R L I N G ’ O F T H E P A S S I O N S U M M E R I N 2018!

Recently revamped, detoxed, stripped down of the old and filled in with the new, Passion Santa
Eularia has new décor, a renewed energy, lovely dishes, additional baking, a swanky new coffee
machine and a doubled-up drinks menu – what’s not to love here? And, may we wryly say, this
Passion boasts the very best location of them all. Nothing can beat sea views, palm trees and a terrace
drenched in sun all day long. But if dining in the sun is not your thing and you prefer to take refuge
inside, don’t worry – our bright interiors do not rob you of the beautiful natural daylight. Simply
relax on our new shiny benches and take your time chewing that kale.
One of the things that makes this Passion slightly different to her sisters is that Passion Santa Eularia
offers the largest selection of vegan and vegetarian menu options of the lot. We have over 60 vegan
options alone between lunch and dinner, in addition to numerous vegetarian options. As with all
Passions, chicken and fish dishes are also on offer and since you can’t get enough of our fish fingers
and mash, this year we’ve put the fish fingers in a burger too! Our chicken bolognese is fast becoming
a bestseller, as are the turkey burger bowl and Katsu schnitzel curry.
On the vegan side, try the super healthy Live Kindly Bowl, our famous Buddha Bowl or the gorgeous
Rainbow Salad. Vegetarians should not leave this Passion without sampling our mighty Black Bean
Burrito with sweet potato fries or the super-fun Avocado Fries Tacos – they’re both so good!
If there ever was a perfect Passion to enjoy your evening meal in, Passion Santa Eularia ticks all boxes.
Giving you that all-important holiday feel with the sound of the sea, the lively dancing fountain, a
balmy sea breeze, the buzz from the local cafes and restaurants, our lush dinner menu, some lovely
crisp wines and fancy cocktails, we can set you up to extend your dinner time right through until our
closing time. This is usually the case when dining with us, as the atmosphere is sooooo relaxed. And
as is the Ibiza custom, it’s only polite to finish it off with a cheeky chupito of Hierbas.
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MARINA

PANTRY

Open all year to serve you passion, health and happiness, Passion Marina is our most well-known destination. Even

This Passion has been called the quiet achiever of the group. We like to say it’s our ‘secret’ Passion, and many of the

though it opened ten years after its big sister café in Playa den Bossa, it’s now considered our flagship café. Despite being

customers frequenting it hope it stays that way. In the past, it’s been the quietest of all our cafés, tucked away in its

frequented by so many regulars for business lunches, meetings and lunch breaks, and known as the must-visit breakfast

tranquil location in a back street which can be accessed via the alleyway behind Passion Marina. Its doors are not wide

place to be seen at for trendy Ibiza visitors, it has such a relaxed look, reflecting that lived-in Ibiza feel – this is what

open, but always kept closed due to the cool, air-conditioned space inside. Meanwhile inside, we are busy juicing and

makes this Passion quite unique.

bottling those nail-biting, eye-watering ginger shots you just can’t get enough of, rolling our raw power balls, dehydrating
yet another batch of kale chips or preparing takeaway orders for dozens of hummus baguettes for boats sailing across to

This Passion also has the most complex juice and drinks menu with over 150 drinks to choose from, made by our devoted

Formentera, darling.

bar staff who deliver top notch concoctions good enough to become your next addiction. The Passion Marina menu is
also the most ‘grown up’, serving generous portions of flavoursome chicken shwarma, mean curries, posh salads and

We all know how busy Passion Marina can be, so our hard-core Passion goers – who just want to eat their salad and drink

last but not least, those Passion burgers. We take pride on being our neighbours’ favourite takeaway coffee place and we

a juice in peace, or have coffee while catching up on e-mails – have found their refuge in this Passion. With an all-day

know that in the mornings, many people in our area enjoy Passion coffee and freshly-baked croissants in their beds – or

breakfast (meaning avo on toast, eggs and pancakes until 5pm) a deli counter, cold-pressed juices and many yummy

recovery shots, depending on how the night before went!

healthy and delicious goodies ready to go, this is a Passion star in the making.

PLAYA DEN BOSSA

SAN JOSE

The original home of Passion has undergone yet another refurbishment, as you guys keep using it so much every summer,

Definitely the poshest one of all, this Passion stands proudly (over Hipercentro!) in all its glory in the village of San Jose.

we constantly need to refresh our looks for your return! We have a swanky new and gorgeously tiled bar, floor and

The best thing about this Passion is that regardless of how busy we get, you’ll most likely always find a seat – which may

bathrooms, layers of fresh paint all over the café, more plants to feast your eyes on, even more healthy new drinks added

be an issue in other Passions at times – due to the fact this Passion is just so big! Enjoy your Passion extravaganza on the

to the menu plus new dishes to refuel all those hard working party goers who come to see us. All of this has been done

sunny terrace, in our corridor ‘balcony’, inside on the comfy sofas or in the back of the restaurant overlooking the lush

over the winter time in your absence, to make your next visit to this Passion even more memorable.

greenery of San Jose’s hills.

Every year when we announce the re-opening of this Passion, excitement levels are at their highest with all of you, as you

As every Passion is special and unique in its own way, there is something extra special about this one. It could be the

reminisce about the good times you’ve had in our café, probably post the naughtiest and best times you had in Ibiza! This

location of Sloany San Jose, or that we are right opposite the church and the fact that we are a healthy rescue and ideal

Passion is so loved. It has very special place in our hearts too, as it was our very first Passion.

breakfast, lunch and dinner place for so many villa residents in this gorgeous area of Ibiza. This Passion is the most
family-favoured Passion, mostly due to its vast space to enjoy with the kids, where we see them enjoying our pancakes

We are so proud that after 17 years of business you are still in love with us! Gracias todos!

and milkshakes. Oh the cries we hear, when one is late for breakfast and cannot get their pancakes! Do we hear you say
all day pancakes please?

BFIT SPORTS CLUB
This Passion is the Sporty Spice of the bunch! Nestled at the back of the biggest gym in Ibiza, we proudly nurse hard
working muscles and ease tense minds with turmeric lattes – and also those over-stressed with life and work outside the
gym. For many, the gym is a place to come and work on body sculpting, but for others it is a place to disconnect from our
crazy busy and stressful lives. It’s the place to let it all out by pedaling as fast as if your life depended on it in that spinning
class. And oh the panic we see if one cannot get that quick cortado before class!
Many seasonal gym goers get so jealous that back home they don’t have a Passion café in their local gyms, in order to
enjoy healthy protein shakes and quinoa bowls after a workout, or to be able to pick up homemade raw energy balls or
gooey vegan brownie bites for that pre-workout kick, to sip on great coffee with any milk imaginable, to enjoy green juices
and superfood shakes, homemade granola and peanut butter pancakes and to choose organic balanced meals to enjoy or
take home when one is too tired to cook after their gym session. Ibiza living, eh!

COFFEE
LOCALLY ROASTED

